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MSSI Delhi proudly presents
it’s much awaited 18th Annual
Souvenir & Handbook. It is
our effort to research & share
new & relevant topics with you every year.
Not only do we work hard to bring you
interesting information, we also raise money
every year through advertisements so that we
can send this information far & wide, absolutely
free. Money raised through this effort is used for
various walking aids, wheelchairs and services
to those MSps who need it most.
This year we had a large number of young MSPs
registering with all the chapters and specially
Delhi Chapter as it covers a huge area of 8
highly populated states of North India.
This year too Covid continued to play havoc in
everyone's lives, but at MSSI Delhi we never
stopped working. We continued to create
awareness through social media, our staff &
volunteers switched to the online mode for
distribution of aids & supplements, Webinars,
telephonic and video/Face Time counseling only
increased manifold.

We do still need to pay our office staff, pay
the physiotherapists & attendant and meet
the overhead expenses of the office, so we
really appreciate it when some of our
members come forward with contributions
or donations or help us get advertisements
from their contact circle, in spite of their own
troubles.
We need more & more people to join this
cause.. Our appeal to all of you is to come
forward and help us to help you, strengthen
our hands in our fight against MS which is
disrupting the lives of so many young men &
women – they are the future of the country
and they need our support to manage their
life with dignity. Help us grow & expand our
work.
Last but not the least, my sincere and deep
gratitude to our advertisers, donors, EC
members and volunteers who work
relentlessly and selflessly for the cause.
Bipasha Gupta
Hony. Chairperson
MSSI Delhi

Editorial Team:
Meenakshi Bhujwala, Mridula Murgai
Designed & Printed by: Anil Saini
Members Email: anilsaini67@gmail.com

Our volunteers & Committee
continued to work towards raising funds,
reaching out to MSps & their families in
innovative ways, keeping in touch with our
doctors, at the same time diligently completing
the mountain of reports & paperwork to send
our donors & sponsors to maintain the highest
level of transparency in our work.

All our EC members are all totally dedicated
volunteers, giving so much time selflessly as
most are either MSps themselves or have a
close family member with MS.
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Disclaimer: The content of this publication is based
on clinical expertise of healthcare professionals and
the life experiences of PwMS and their caregivers. It is
intended to serve as a guide to patients, family
members & caregivers. It is not a substitute for or
does not supercede individualized physician
treatment and advice. MSSI does not endorse any
particular treatment for MS.
MS is an extremely variable condition and people can
respond differently to treatments. Treatment
decisions need to be taken in conjunction with a
neurologist and should take into consideration the
unique health and life circumstances of each
individual. MSSI does not approve, recommend or
endorse any specific products, therapies or services,
but provides information to assist people in making
their own choices.

KYA MATLAB ?
While reading this Handbook some words may sound
difﬁcult & complicated-here's a quick guide!

Access, accessibility

ability to enter or visit some place

Aggravate/ flare

to increase (symptoms)

Ambulation/ ambulatory

walking / able to walk

Anti Oxidant

Substance that avoids spoiling or deterioration

Bladder

organ related to urine

Bowel

organ related to stool/lower part of intestine

Chronic

Long lasting, continuous

DMD

Disease modifying Drugs

DMT

Disease modifying Treament

EC/ MC

Executive Committee/ Managing Committee

Fatigue

Feeling very tired all the time

Generic

Non branded

Immobility

not able to move

Incontinence

lack of control ( eg of bladder or bowel)

Inflammation

Swelling

Intervention (medical term)

to come in between, to avoid or delay

Laxative

medicine for easing stool motion (Julaab)

Mobility

ability to move freely

MS

Multiple Sclerosis

Msp

MS patient/ person

Musculoskeletal

related to muscles and bones

Neuropathy/ Neuropathic

Pain of the Nerves , numbness

PWD , PwD

Person with Disability , divyangjan

PwMS

Person with MS

Spasticity

Muscle spasm, uncoordinated movement

Stimulant

that which raises level ( eg BP or sugar )

Urgency

desire to pass urine urgently
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10 TIPS FOR PEOPLE NEWLY DIAGNOSED WITH MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
Recently diagnosed with MS? These tips can help you prepare for what's ahead.
Educating yourself about MS can ease your fears and help you better manage the disease.
A multiple sclerosis diagnosis can be frightening and overwhelming, but while you may feel
very much alone, you are by no means the only one dealing with this condition.
Multiple sclerosis is the most common disabling neurological disease in young adults,
usually striking between ages 20 and 40, according to the National Institute of Neurological
Disorders and Stroke. Nearly one million people in the United States are living with MS, per
the National Multiple Sclerosis Society (NMSS), as are more than 2.3 million/ 23 Lakh
people worldwide. The good news: Most MS symptoms can usually be managed
successfully, says Anthony Reder MD, a multiple sclerosis specialist and professor of
neurology at the University of Chicago.
"Symptom management gets better every year with new drugs, techniques, and
lifestyle information," he explains.
If you've been newly diagnosed with MS, these tips can help you manage the disease.
1. Learn as Much as Possible About MS
There are many myths and misconceptions about multiple sclerosis, and without the facts,
your MS diagnosis can be scarier than necessary.
MS is a chronic inﬂammatory disease affecting the central nervous system. It occurs when
the immune system causes inﬂammation that damages myelin-the protective insulation
covering nerve ﬁbers in the brain and spinal cord-as well as the nerve ﬁbers themselves
and the cells that make myelin. This damage to the myelin or nerve ﬁbers is what causes
MS symptoms to occur.
But MS is very rarely fatal ( life threatening) it is possible to live a fulﬁlling life with the
disease.
2. Be Sure Your MS Diagnosis Is Deﬁnitive
Various strategies are used to make a diagnosis of MS, including a neurological exam, MRI,
spinal ﬂuid analysis (spinal tap), and blood tests to rule out other conditions.
In some cases, getting a deﬁnitive MS diagnosis can take quite some time, partly because
other causes of neurological symptoms must also be ruled out.
According to the latest criteria, your physician must do all the following to make an MS
diagnosis:
· Find evidence of damage in two separate areas of the central nervous system
· Find evidence that the incidents of damage occurred at different points in time
· Rule out all other possible look alike diseases and diagnoses
3. Understand That MS Symptoms Can Be Unpredictable
No two people have exactly the same MS symptoms, and you may have different
symptoms from time to time. Common MS symptoms include numbness or tingling,
spasticity, vision problems, walking difﬁculties, weakness, slurred speech, fatigue, bladder
dysfunction, cognitive changes, and more. But these symptoms can be unpredictable.
“Over the course of the disease, some MS symptoms will come and go, while others may be
long-lasting," Dr. Reder says.
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4. Don't Delay MS Treatment
Because permanent neurological damage can happen even in the earliest stages of MS, it's
important to start treatment as early as possible
"All disease-modifying therapies for MS (DMTs) may reduce chances of the disease
becoming progressive," says Dr Reder.
There are quite a few FDA-approved disease-modifying therapies for MS that have been
found to reduce the number of relapses, slow the progression of disability, and limit new
disease activity. These medications for MS include injectable medications, oral
medications, and infused medications.
Other medications are also used to treat MS symptoms including bladder and bowel
symptoms, depression, dizziness and vertigo, emotional changes, fatigue, itching, pain,
sexual changes, spasticity, tremors, and walking (gait) difﬁculties.
5. Track Your MS Symptoms
Keeping a record of your MS symptoms and how you are feeling can help you update your
doctor on your progress. Tracking your symptoms can also help you prepare a claim for
disability beneﬁts, if necessary. It can also help you stay on top of your symptoms if you're
experiencing memory problems or having trouble making connections, says Reder.
6. Avoid MS Symptom Triggers
Certain triggers, like stress, lack of sleep, infections, viruses, and hot baths or anything
else that can lead to overheating, can cause a temporary worsening of MS symptoms, says
Reder.Drinking alcohol in excess is discouraged for people with MS because intoxication
causes poor coordination and slurred speech, which can add to existing MS symptoms, he
says.
7. Find the Right Doctor for You
MS is a lifelong disease, so it's important to be under the care of an MS specialist who is a
good match for you. The neurologist who provided your initial MS diagnosis may not be the
specialist you want to stick with for life.
MSSI can help you locate neurologists in your area with expertise in treating MS. Support
groups for people with MS are also helpful for getting doctor referrals suited to your
circumstances.
8. Consider Complementary and Alternative Medicine (CAM)
In addition to taking medication to control your MS symptoms, you may want to consider
complementary and alternative treatments.
Research is beginning to support the role of some CAM treatments in comprehensive MS
care, including vitamin D, Yoga & exercise, acupuncture, and cooling strategies. Most
people who have MS use some form of CAM as part of their MS management plan
Acupuncture may provide relief for some MS-related symptoms, including pain, spasticity,
numbness and tingling, bladder problems, and depression, and a few small studies
suggest that it may help with fatigue, pain, mood, and quality of life, However here is no "
one size ﬁts all" remedy in any area of treatment. What works for you may not always work
for someone else. Many people with MS also use massage to prevent or relieve spasticity,
pain, poor circulation, and pressure sores.
9. Think About Whom You'll Tell
You may be concerned that telling your employer that you have MS could affect your job
security, employment options, and career path.
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Before disclosing the disease at your workplace, learn about your rights under the
Disabilities Act 2016. Please reach out to MSSI for details.
You'll likely want to tell your closest family members and friends, particularly those who
know you well enough to notice any changes. While there is no shame in sharing, you are
not obligated to share news of your MS diagnosis with everyone in your life. Instead, pick
the people who will be most supportive and helpful as you learn to live with the disease.
10. Don't Give Up Hope
Depression is one of the most common symptoms of MS. If you're struggling with
depression or other mood changes, ask your doctor for a referral to a mental health
professional who understands the challenges you are facing with MS and can help.
Although currently there is no cure for MS, newer treatments can slow the progression of
the disease, improving your quality of life and helping to prevent disability. And research is
ongoing, with the goal of developing even better treatments in the near future that will stop
progression and even restore functions and abilities that have been lost.
Your doctor can help you understand more about MS and stay up to date on new
treatments and lifestyle tips, including the importance of a healthy diet, establishing and
maintaining a healthy weight, exercise, and quitting smoking if you have MS.

MSSI Delhi-Finding Innovative Programmes To Help You..
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YOUR MENTAL HEALTH AND MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

A diagnosis of multiple sclerosis or a new symptom or complication of the disease is
upsetting and can provoke feelings of anxiety. It can also lead to grief, which may include
feelings of shock, anger, guilt, and sadness. With MS, the experience of grieving can
happen over and over as the disease progresses and causes new losses.
But grief is not the same thing as depression, which is a prolonged feeling of being down,
depressed, or hopeless, often accompanied by a loss of interest in doing things that were
once pleasurable.
Depression is one of the most common symptoms of MS. At least half of all people with
multiple sclerosis will experience major depression at some point in their lives, according
to Rosalind Kalb, PhD, a psychologist and a consultant to the National Multiple Sclerosis
Society in New York City. It's not just a result of the challenges and worries that come with
MS; there's also evidence that the inflammatory changes in the immune system are
associated with depression, says Dr. Kalb.
Managing Depression and Multiple Sclerosis
Taking steps to manage your fatigue, stay connected with
friends and family, get enough rest and regular exercise,
and follow a healthy diet can improve your mood. But even
the best self-care may not be enough to treat depression.
If you feel depressed or weighed down emotionally, ask
your primary care doctor for a referral to a
psychotherapist,
preferably one who is
familiar with MS. You
can also find sources of
social and emotional support by going online to email or
live chat with a MSSI resource.
Managing Anxiety and Multiple Sclerosis
Working with a professional therapist can also be helpful
in managing the anxiety that often comes along with MS.
And there are strategies you can employ on your own to
relieve anxiety, such as practicing mindfulness,
exercising regularly, and strengthening your social
support network.
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How Multiple Sclerosis Can Affect Your Relationships
When you have multiple sclerosis, it changes the way you relate to your family, friends, and
spouse or romantic partner -or potential partners, if you're single. Your role in relationships
or the way you view yourself may change because of MS symptoms like fatigue or
depression. If you have to stop working or begin working from home, that can impact the
dynamic in your family, too. Navigating this new territory takes time and patience-both with
yourself and your loved ones.
Your Family Relationships
A good rule of thumb with MS and family relationships is: Don't assume anything. Talk to
your family about how much help you want and what you'd like to do for yourself. If there are
ways you want to maintain your independence, let your loved ones know.
Make sure you are taking care of yourself, and encourage your family members to do the
same. Remember to insert lightness and fun in your life whenever possible; focus on what
you can still do together as a family rather than what you've lost.
Sometimes you may feel guilty or worry that MS has taken over your family life. Finding
ways to carve out "MS free" zones or time can help give everyone a break. Look for ways to
take the MS out of family life; reserve time, money, and even actual physical space in your
home where you all can focus on the present moment. Putting MS and MS-related concerns
on the back burner, even for a short period, can be good for you and your family.
Your Friendships and Multiple Sclerosis
Many people with MS (and without) don't have great relationships with their "next of kin," or
perhaps their family members live far away. Friends, or our "chosen family," can provide
invaluable support when you have MS. But even a well-meaning friend can say or do the
wrong thing at times.
To keep your friendships strong, let your friends know what you need from them. Maybe you
need someone to just hang out with you and chat or do something you both enjoy. Or maybe
you need a speciﬁc type of help, such as being picked up for an outing if you can't drive. The
clearer you can be about your needs, the easier it is for your friends to provide for them.
Your Romantic Relationships and Multiple Sclerosis
A diagnosis of MS can create shock waves in even the most stable relationships. Many
unknowns are immediately introduced, with no easy answers. How fast will the disease
progress? What will the impact be on our children? Should we have children? How will we
afford the medical costs? It's common for either partner to feel stress and maybe even
depression. Communicating with each other and getting professional support through a
therapist or by connecting with an organization like MSSI and is many member groups can
be invaluable.
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MY SPOUSE WAS DIAGNOSED WITH MS. NOW WHAT?
It's not a question of if but how MS will change your relationship with your partner.
Personality traits can become exaggerated, or dynamics can be reversed in ways both large
and small. A diagnosis of MS might mean a shift in who the "breadwinner" is or who picks up
the kids and does the grocery shopping. Even small changes can create misunderstandings
and even resentment if couples don't communicate.
There's no doubt that having MS is hard, but being the partner of someone with MS is
challenging, too. Although partners don't have the symptoms and physical issues that come
with MS, they do have to routinely adjust their expectations and behavior. It can add to their
work day, impact their time management, and as a result the partner (or caregiver) could
end up going through the symptoms with you !
So you need to be patient too-cooperate with them, and stop throwing the victim card at
them all the time. You're both in it together. So if you feel you need help & support, it's
worth seeking out together.
Money Matters: The Cost of Living With Multiple Sclerosis
It's estimated that the cost of living with MS could impact your budget 20-50 % This ﬁgure
can include medication, doctor visits, rehabilitation, mobility aids, and home and auto
modiﬁcations or a paid helper/ caregiver. The ability to work-or loss of that ability- is also a
factor in the ﬁnancial burden that MS can cause; depending on your symptoms and disease
progression, keeping a full-time job can be difﬁcult.
The family, partner or caregiver may have to step up with ﬁnancial support, so sit down
as a family unit & discuss these issues openly.
You can approach MSSI to help you work out some solutions, or provide the right
perspective to families coping with the issue.
Managing Your Work Life With MS
Over a period of time, it could become difﬁcult to continue to work when you have MS, but
there are many potential beneﬁts to remaining employed if it's possible, For many people,
work can provide self-esteem and identity-even their main social support.
If, when, and how you disclose that you have MS to your employer is up to you. Although
you're not legally required to share your diagnosis, if you begin to have noticeable
symptoms, your employer or coworkers might become concerned. If you decide to share
your diagnosis, you may also want to request certain " accommodations" or adjustments so
that you can continue to contribute at work. Many people with MS ﬁnd that they can stay
employed by asking for a few accommodations at work, which is protected under the PwD
Act 2016. Examples of these sorts of accommodations would be a ﬂexible schedule, the
ability to work from home sometimes, changes to your workstation, accessible ofﬁce, being
seated close to the toilet or even modifying your assignments.
Even with accommodations if you ﬁnd that holding a traditional full-time job isn't possible
anymore . there are other ways to make ends meet, including starting your own business or
applying for disability beneﬁts. To learn more about this, contact your local MSSI Ofﬁce for
details.
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#MyMSstory: Shruti Kaushik
The new year started with yet another challenge. Isn't a new year meant to be a fresh start
with a promising future? But this seemed to be a new beginning of new trials. This was
becoming a pattern so I thought, "why not do something different."
I decided to stop cribbing, feeling sorry for my state
(I am overweight, sour, grumpy, crying over the past, etc) when one day I realized it wasn't
giving any joy or comfort to moan and groan.
I needed to take stock of my life.
As I do know, intrinsically, I am a lively, peppy, resilient person. So the real me thought of
attempting to get back to my original self.
Just as I took these small steps ( they take a lot of energy, effort and manoeuvering to get to
the correct path with a proper intent ) I began feeling I am on my journey, akin to climbing
the mighty Everest.
I need to mention here that I am attempting to NOT agonize over how I, effortlessly climbed
up and ran down the steep hills of my beloved home town, Simla in my hey days but to make
the most of whatever I have in terms of mobility, inner strength. The die hard spirit
resurfaced when I began walking DAILY on our colony ground. The winter sunshine added to
the warmth in my heart. The sunny vast empty ground welcomed me as I took small steps
into my new found freedom.
Freedom to start believing in myself, my ability to walk unhindered (atleast for ﬁfteen
minutes) the freedom to connect to nature, to admire the daily punctual routine of the local
dogs. In the last few weeks I've noticed how they keep their timings to meet each other, play,
protecting their territories. It's a lesson in discipline alright.
They ﬁnd love and joy amongst themselves. In these animals I found a message and also a
reason to maintain a schedule. I may change my walking time, but they stick to theirs.
Surviving all vagaries and hurdles which strays encounter continuously.
I look forward to the meetings. A little tail wagging, a paw extended in friendship all this
without expecting any reward except love and kindness. I notice this daily.
Selﬂess love coupled with a certain discipline is the mantra.
I started believing in myself. I did drive my car. Though a short distance yet it gave me
immense conﬁdence and joy.
One more regret was overcome.
The complaint of how I drove all around, to my school, kids classes etc and how I couldn't
drive now ﬁnished too. Not because I drove but I the understanding and acceptance that I
may not be able to do so regularly and to not to justify or ﬁght with this reality . If you note
the difference,
I am NOW accepting that I need to let go of things not under my control.
Recently I watched a video on how some MS warriors overcame their individual hurdles.
Their stories which showcased their victory and joy resonated with my emotions and
feelings. The joy of achievement and being winners could be felt by each one.
The win was in admitting, accepting and then managing and doing something about the
disability and its consequences. The joyous feeling of achieving a milestone was the
topping on the cake.
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How many would appreciate and laud each MSp's efforts for accepting their challenges with
a smile.
If one really wants to, one can take lessons from their experiences. Disability or the setbacks
in our lives can be the biggest motivators. I have decided to move ahead, with a positive
mindset as that's a doable target as compared to dealing with the long list of challenges
thrown our way constantly.
The joy of reaching the target of hundred steps in 15 minutes as compared to clocking the
fastest in the 400m race in my better racing years is what I am learning to make the
benchmark for me.
Why not?
I WAS grappling with medical, emotional, social, ﬁnancial, personal issues. Most caused by
the disease, covid and life.
Focusing on achieving the targets of my daily routine is what I am doing now. So many
around to learn from
Animals and humans both.
The journey begins.

Every day may
not be good ...but
there is something
good in every day
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COGNITION & MS
When we think of progressive MS, we tend to imagine ourselves unable to walk or move. But
that may no always be the case. MS can also affect our brain capacity or cognitive skills &
ability. Cognitive ability is deﬁned as a general mental capability involving reasoning,
problem solving, planning, abstract thinking, complex idea comprehension, and
learning from experience.
Cognitive abilities are brain-based skills we need to carry out any task from the simplest to
the most complex. They have more to do with the mechanisms of how we learn, remember,
problem-solve, and pay attention, rather than with any actual knowledge. For instance,
answering the telephone involves perception (hearing the ring tone), decision taking
(answering or not), motor skill (lifting the receiver), language skills (talking and
understanding language), social skills (interpreting tone of voice and interacting properly
with another human being).
The 8 Core Cognitive Capacities
· Sustained Attention.
· Response Inhibition.
· Speed of Information Processing.
· Cognitive Flexibility.
· Multiple Simultaneous Attention.
· Working Memory.
· Category Formation.
· Pattern Recognition.
· Advanced cases of MS experience memory loss or sometimes face difﬁculty performing
with everyday tasks. Eg They can ﬁnd it difﬁcult to follow a movie or TV series if it has a
complicated story line or too many characters . Some face concentration problems as they
get tired easily, subsequently losing interest even in activities they enjoyed most like
watching TV or listening to music.
· You can deﬁnitely avoid this happening or stall the process. It will require the help &
cooperation of caregivers or even professionals.
Small changes may really add up: Making these a part of your routine could help
you function better.
· Take Care of Your Physical Health.
· Manage High Blood Pressure.
· Eat Healthy Foods.
· Be Physically Active.
· Keep Your Mind Active.
· Stay Connected with Social Activities.
· Manage Stress.
· Reduce Risks to Cognitive Health.
· Reading is an entertaining activity that doubles as an exercise for your brain. Start with
light reading or short stories. Read the newspaper if current affairs interest you. Reading
increases your knowledge and makes you think. Watching television shows on the
other hand is a passive activity and does not stimulate the brain cells in the same way.
Reading, in general, can boost cognitive functioning, improve memory, and is even
linked to a longer life.
You will also ﬁnd ‘brain teasers’ online that will help you exercise the cognitive abilities ..
Search them under ’tips to improve concentration...’
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· Practice meditation. Multiple studies have shown that meditation can be a good brain
training tool to improve attention/ concentration skills.
· Be proactive, not passive: If talking with someone: ask questions. If reading a book,
ask yourself how you would summarize what you just read.
· Do not multitask, since this will divide your attention. Attention is limited, so when
you try to do several things at once you concentrate less on each individual task and,
worse, you waste some of your limited attention and processing power in switching
from one thing to the next and then back (there is a clear "transaction cost" when
multi-tasking)
· Make Lists :Use a notepad, make daily ‘to-do’ lists.

Tips to Improve Memory
Start by improving concentration
· Personally relate to the information you are processing. Ask yourself where else you
have heard this, whether there is something in your life related to this new piece of
information, how it makes you feel.
· Repeat the information: Come back to it more than one time. This has been found in
many studies: repeated information is easier to recall -remember that "cells that ﬁre
together, wire (connect) together".
· Spaced retrieval (a method with which a person is trained to recall a piece of information
at different intervals) is one of the rare methods that show results even with Alzheimer's
patients.
· Elaborate on the information: think about it, build on it. Things that are concrete and
have a clear meaning are easier to remember than abstract and vague ones. For instance,
try to picture the information in your head, since pictures are easier to memorize than
words.
Putting it all together: Tips to better remember names Yes, we all forget names, and
often in the few seconds after we hear them. Most of the time this phenomenon is due to a
lack of attention or concentration. Also, most names have no speciﬁc meaning and are thus
hard to memorize.
Say you are introduced to someone called Kiran today:
· Pay attention to the name: Ask Kiran to repeat her name if you have not heard it very
well. Make a conscious effort of trying to memorize the name: Focus on it ("Her name is
Kiran. I want to remember it.")
· Repeat it: Use the name several times in the conversation. ("What do you think of this,
Kiran?") If relevant, use the person's business card later on to read her name and reﬂect,
just a few seconds, on the conversation. And picture her face later on in the day as you
repeat her name.
· Relate and elaborate on the name: Do you know someone else named like this? ("She
seems quite happy, like the other Kiran I know from college.") Or relate the name to
previous information ("Kiran, as in Kkkk- Kiran from Sharukh Khan's movie ! Well, she
surely doesn't look like Kkk Kiran!").
Hope this helps!
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FACTS Vs MYTHS
The rapidly developing science behind multiple sclerosis (MS) changes so fast that people
with the condition, their families, and even their doctors can be forgiven for not knowing all
of the latest news about it. But holding on to outdated myths and misconceptions about the
disease may mean limiting your activities unnecessarily or missing out on the best
treatments. With more accurate, up-to-date knowledge of MS, people who live with it can
have a higher quality of life. Here are some of the most common MS myths-and the truth
about each one.
Myth 1: People With Multiple Sclerosis Can't or Shouldn't Be Physically Active
Fact: At one time, experts believed that physical activity would worsen multiple sclerosis,
so they advised against an active lifestyle. Doctors now know that staying active is one of
the best ways to stay healthy with MS and delay disability. Dr. Conway a neurologist at the
Cleveland Clinic in Ohio, encourages his MS patients to exercise regularly. "In my
experience, it can make fatigue worse at ﬁrst, but if a person can get over the initial hump, it
can actually improve fatigue”
Studies have found that exercising regularly signiﬁcantly reduced fatigue in people with MS.
The authors concluded that a regular exercise routine is "strongly recommended" as part of
an overall MS management program.
To get the most beneﬁts from exercise, choose activities that suit your interests and your
physical abilities, and make sure you're active on most days of the week. If you're not sure
how to get started with exercise, or you need some help identifying exercises that will
improve your ﬁtness without wearing you out, try working with a physical therapist or a
personal trainer who is knowledgeable about MS.
Myth 2: Multiple Sclerosis Doesn't Cause Pain
Fact: Many people living with multiple sclerosis can tell you the truth about this MS myth:
They do feel pain. Though some healthcare providers may not consider pain a symptom of
MS , Multiple sclerosis clearly does cause pain. A study published in July 2017 in
Scandinavian Journal of Pain conﬁrmed that people with multiple sclerosis not only
experience long-term chronic pain but also report increased pain over time.
There are three main causes of pain in MS - These include neuropathic pain, pain related to
spasticity, and musculoskeletal pain due to immobility and fatigue.
Because chronic pain in MS can present differently from one person to the next, it can be
especially hard to treat, but it's important that it's addressed, says Dr. Anna PhD, associate
professor of physical medicine and rehabilitation "People with MS need help with their pain,"
she says. Unfortunately, there isn't a silver bullet that works for all chronic pain problems.
"You may need to try a few different things, often in combination, to ﬁnd out what works for
you".
Myth 3: I Can't Do Anything to Help My MS
Fact: There are many steps people with MS can take to improve their quality of life and
possibly slow the progression of the disease. Not smoking, being at a healthy weight,
exercising regularly, and making sure you aren't deﬁcient in vitamin D have all been shown
to help people with MS manage their condition.
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Because illnesses such as diabetes and hypertension may worsen MS, keeping focused on
wellness is truly important. Doctors always emphasize the importance of a healthy lifestyle;
it can be empowering for people to realize that they have some control over their disease.
Taking your medications as prescribed can make a difference. While these medications don't
cure MS, they can reduce the number of relapses a person has and help slow the progression
of the disease later on. If you're feeling powerless over your multiple sclerosis, talk to your
medical team about others you can take.
Myth 4: I Can't Work With MS
Fact: MS is usually diagnosed between the ages of 20 and 45, a time in life when most
people are working on building a career. Although MS progresses differently in everyone,
symptoms such as fatigue and trouble concentrating can eventually make a keeping a
traditional job difﬁcult: It's estimated that 70 percent of people with multiple sclerosis leave
their job within 10 years of their diagnosis.
Even though it is sometimes necessary to leave your job, continuing to work can have many
beneﬁts besides the regular salary !
We know that MS affects women more than men, and when we study women-not just
women with MS-who are in the workforce, they value their work less because of prestige
and the ﬁnancial gain. For them, it's more about their self-esteem and identity-even their
main social support.
If you are currently working or looking for a job, do some research about what would enable
you to continue working before you quit your job or give up your job search. For example, if
fatigue is an issue, ask your employer about accommodations such as ﬂexible working
hours or the possibility of working from home. The Persons with Disabilities Act 2016
protects your right to stay employed and requires your employer to work with you on
reasonable accommodations.
Myth 5: Multiple Sclerosis Is Not Associated With Cognitive Impairment
Fact: Multiple sclerosis is typically thought of as a condition that affects mobility, but the
fact is that it can also affect your cognitive functioning, such as thinking and memory.
How much MS impacts your cognitive abilities can vary from person to person, Some people
with MS have no deﬁcits or difﬁculties, , whereas others have brain fog symptoms, such as
difﬁculty with short-term memory, multitasking, or concentration.
This could be due to inﬂammatory activity in the brain, but there could be other causes as
well. We can now screen for other things that could be contributing, including vitamin
deﬁciencies or the medications the person is using. For example, sometimes medications
for neuropathic pain can affect cognitive abilities.
Myth 6: Multiple Sclerosis Treatment Should Start With Less Powerful Drugs
Fact: "The highest risk of developing irreversible problems is right after you are diagnosed,"
says Dr Corboy. In spite of that, some people with MS-and their doctors-prefer to begin
treatment with drugs that are less powerful and have fewer side effects. He attributes this to
a cultural preference for waiting and seeing how things progress, an approach that could be
harmful for those with multiple sclerosis. A study found that, in people with relapsingremitting MS, initial treatment with the highly effective disease-modifying therapies
ﬁngolimod, alemtuzumab, or natalizumab was associated with a lower risk of conversion to
secondary-progressive MS, compared with people who started on the lower-efﬁcacy drugs
glatimer acetate or interferon beta.
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If you have doubts about whether you're on the most powerful medication suitable for your
situation, ask your doctor.
There is a wealth of options, and Doctors are almost always able to ﬁnd a medication that
works with a patient's lifestyle and with a side effect proﬁle that's manageable.

Myth 7: Women With MS Shouldn't Get Pregnant
Fact: Experts emphasize that women with multiple sclerosis can get pregnant and might
even ﬁnd some relief from MS symptoms during pregnancy, according to a paper However,
it's not uncommon for a woman to have a relapse in the months following delivery, so being
prepared & lining up sources of help and support ahead of time is recommended.
It must be noted that women who have MS are not at any increased risk of preterm delivery,
stillbirth, birth defects, cesarean delivery, or miscarriage. It is safe to get pregnant or have
children.
Although the majority of MS medications have not been well-studied during pregnancy and
are therefore not recommended, there are other treatment options for women who need to
continue their therapy during pregnancy. If you have MS and want to have a baby, talk with
your doctor about all of the medications you're taking, including those for MS, to ﬁnd out the
best options for you.
Myth 8: Multiple Sclerosis Is Contagious
Fact: This myth may continue to circulate in part because a relationship with the EpsteinBarr virus (EBV) does exist, but there's never been any evidence that MS is contagious
(infection through touch) or in any way transmissible," says Dr Corboy.
MS is neither infectious, nor will it travel by touch.
Myth 9: I'm Going to Be Physically Disabled
Fact: Some people with MS do experience severe disability, but it's difﬁcult to predict the
rate of progression of the disease or the eventual degree of disability for any one person. A
previous study found that 15 percent of people with MS reported a need for ambulatory aids
like a walker or wheelchair in the year following diagnosis; but after 45 years of living with
MS, 76 percent required ambulatory assistance. That is most people were able to manage
with just some help and did not require a wheelchair.
Advancements in MS medications, combined with a healthy lifestyle and the use of tools like
physical therapy, will continue to improve the prognosis for many people. When MS does
affect your physical functioning, there are a wide variety of mobility aids and other devices,
as well as physical therapy know-how, available to assist you in living your life as you want
to.
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THE IMPACT OF MS SYMPTOMS ON FAMILY LIFE
MS can affect many aspects of daily family life, particularly if a person has symptoms such as
fatigue, eyesight problems and cognitive changes. Couples may ﬁnd that they have to
review their roles within the household and this can be difﬁcult. For example, a family with
two incomes may have to learn to cope on one, or one of the partners may have to take on
extra responsibilities for running the home or caring for children.
It is estimated that as many as half of people with MS experience mild cognitive problems.
Because cognitive difﬁculties in MS are "invisible" symptoms, family members may
misinterpret behaviour or reactions on the part of the person with MS. Difﬁculties with
memory, problem solving and concentration may be interpreted as the family member not
caring or not listening, being uninterested or unwilling to cooperate. Correct information can
be the key to helping families understand and cope with cognitive problems.
Fatigue is another misunderstood invisible symptom of MS. Often a family member with MS
appears to lack motivation when, in fact, the person is experiencing MS fatigue, a type of
tiredness or exhaustion that is a symptom of the disease.
When the family has a clear understanding of fatigue and its impact on the person's ability to
function, they may be more keen to help with household tasks, reconsider family activities
that may be strenuous for the member with MS, and, in general, re-organise the house and
habits of the family in a way that helps the person with MS to conserve energy. It is
important for the family to understand the importance of energy conservation strategies
that can help the person with MS have more energy to spend with the family.
How families cope
Each member of a family has his or her own coping style. On ﬁnding out that a family
member has MS, some people look for as much information about the disease as they can
ﬁnd and perhaps prefer to talk to others about their experience with MS.
Others may deal with news of the diagnosis by keeping busy with other activities in order to
avoid thinking about MS.
Each person brings into the "MS experience" his or her own way of coping. Different coping
styles within the same family can be complementary or contradictory. Contradictory coping
styles may lead to conﬂict within the family.
Family members should be encouraged to cope with MS in their own individual styles, while
respecting the coping styles of other members. However, communication is the key, and if a
family traditionally has dealt with problems by ignoring them, assigning blame or using
some other, ineffective coping style, the family's way of confronting MS will be the same, at
least without the help of a family counsellor or psychologist.
MS can add stress to a relationship. The unpredictability and progressive nature of the
disease, the changes and sacriﬁces that might be required and the impact of some
symptoms are all obstacles that make it difﬁcult for both the person with MS and their
partner to cope. It may be useful for a couple to seek help from a counsellor.
MS affects every member of the family. Learning about the disease and its possible effect on
the family can help people face challenges as they arise. Families that are informed about
the different resources available can choose those that best suit their needs and lifestyle.
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Unpaid caregivers play a vital role in the lives of people with MS, but being a caregiver comes
with its own set of challenges.
Even the term 'caregiver' is difﬁcult. For many people it feels like an awkward and inaccurate
way to describe the relationship with a partner, friend or family member who also happens to
have MS.
Caregiving' could range from getting the groceries to helping someone with their basic
needs. Often caregivers ﬁt these tasks around other responsibilities like a job, house work,
school, or childcare.
Going from being a partner, family member, friend or child to also being a caregiver can
impact your relationship. Talking to other caregivers and getting support from MS or
caregivers organisations can help with this.
Caregivers need to be recognised and supported. Family support is critical ,friends should
also help out by providing the caregiver a break, and of course MSSI counselors & volunteers
are always by your side. These are all support systems that a caregiver can rely on.
Culture and circumstance play a huge role in the experience of caregivers. Finances, stigma
and social care vary hugely between countries and different social groups.
MSSI has published a very useful Caregivers Guide in English &some regional languages as
well. Please call the ofﬁce for a copy.
All our events and programmes are also open to the families of people with MS as well as
caregivers. Caregivers are also part of the local support & connect groups.
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TIPS ON LIVING WITH MS
A healthy diet is one part of living well with multiple sclerosis.
If you have multiple sclerosis (MS) or know someone who does, you know that a big piece of
living with the condition is the increasing uncertainty of what each day may bring; the ups
and downs of the condition are well beyond what most healthy people can understand. Even
if you've grown to accept your "new normal," that doesn't necessarily make it any easier.
Learning about the additional challenges that may come along and how to navigate them
can make a huge difference in quality of life, both for you and those around you.
The following tips, tools, and resources can help you to live well with multiple sclerosis.
Managing Daily Life and Complications of MS
To stay healthy when you have MS, it's crucial to pay attention to your symptoms and how
your body feels. Pushing too hard for too long can lead to a worsening of symptoms or even
a ﬂare-up, or relapse. But adhering to a healthy lifestyle can be easier said than done when
many of the challenges of MS-lack of mobility, ﬁnancial strains, or even depression- make it
even harder to do what you know you should do. Figuring out what works for you-and what
doesn't-can help you live your best life with MS.
Healthy Eating Habits
It's a good idea to discuss any speciﬁc dietary changes you'd like to make with your doctor;
some popular diets could have a negative impact on MS. Currently, the diet recommended
for MS is similar to what's recommended for everyone: lots of ﬁber, fruits, and vegetables,
and limits on the amounts of unhealthy fats and sugar you eat.
Staying at a healthy weight is important for everyone, but that's particularly true if you have
MS. Obesity (severely over weight) can increase your risk of fatigue and depression, and
obesity in children and teens has been associated with an increased risk of MS later in life.
How food can improve or worsen various chronic illnesses is a growing area of research.
Although some people with MS may experience symptom relief when they eliminate or add
certain foods to their diet, there's no evidence yet that any particular diet can affect disease
progression in MS. Almost all of us know what foods to eat & what to avoid.
Follow the Golden Rule of Moderation: Avoid sugars, avoid excessive fatty & fried foods,
reduce your intake of carbohydrates & cereals, eat ﬁber rich foods, fruits & vegetables rich in
proteins & minerals.
We need not start searching for exotic fruits and unfamiliar foods like quinoa etc. In India,
our own traditional foods & some regional foods provide adequate healthy options.
There are no do's & don'ts with regard to cereals or milk products or certain foods, unless
the individual has medically proven restrictions like dairy or gluten allergies or suffers from
diabetes.
Managing Your Prescriptions for MS
When it comes to medication to treat MS, there are more options than ever beforecurrently, there are 20 approved disease-modifying therapies. Once you're diagnosed and
you and your neurologist decide the best medication for your situation, you'll want to start
treatment as soon as possible. "Whether you have a slowly or rapidly progressing form of
MS, a disease-modifying therapy will reduce the relapse rate by up to 50 percent," says
Michael Hutchinson, MD, PhD, an associate clinical professor of neurology at Mount Sinai in
New York City. Once your doctor decides what therapy is right for you, you'll be shown the
correct way to take your medicine. It can take time to determine if the drug is working
appropriately or whether or not you should switch medication. In many cases, you'll need to
have periodic blood tests to make sure your body is absorbing and responding to the
medication appropriately.
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Finding the " right" Doctors for Multiple Sclerosis
Most people who successfully manage MS have a team of medical professionals to help with
different aspects of the condition. But because multiple sclerosis is a chronic illness that
affects the central nervous system, it's primarily treated by a neurologist, a doctor who
specializes in treating diseases of the brain, spinal cord, and nerves.You may need to meet
with several different neurologists to ﬁnd one with whom you feel comfortable. Keep looking
until you ﬁnd the right ﬁt-you'll need to follow up with these specialists for the rest of your
life. When you meet a new neurologist, ask all your questions : how many patients they see
with MS, or if they are involved in research. Tell them all your problems. Always try to locate
a Doctor you are comfortable with, close to your home. Ask her/him who to call in case of an
emergency. Note down that number, and share it with your family. But remember- our Drs
are busy people. In India we have lakhs of patients, but specialists could be in 100s, not
even 1000. So unless there is an emergency, keep all your questions for when you meet
them. Do not keep calling them to trouble them. Remember next time it could be YOU he is
unable to meet, because some other patient is taking up all his time !
If you're not sure where to start, ask the volunteers at MSSI to guide you.

In addition to your neurologist, you may consult with several other healthcare providers for
MS.
· Primary care doctor Sometimes called a family doctor or internal medicine doctor, a
primary care doctor takes care of your non-MS health needs.
· Physical therapist (PT) These health professionals can teach you exercises to increase
ﬂexibility and strength and improve your balance.
· Occupational therapist (OT) An OT can give you MS "life hacks" or tips to help you
conserve energy and function better with daily activities like driving, cooking, and
grooming.
· Ophthalmologist Having a vision specialist on your team can help you with any potential
vision loss and help you preserve your sight.
· Urologist A urologist can help with urinary tract issues and sexual concerns for men.
· Speech language pathologist These experts can help with difﬁculty swallowing or
problems with speech.
· Nutritionist or dietitian Although there is no "MS diet" that will control or cure MS, these
experts can help you ensure you're eating the right amount of healthy foods.
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COMPLEMENTARY AND ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE FOR MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
Many people with MS seek out natural remedies and complementary therapies to augment
their disease-modifying therapy. Before you try out any new vitamins, herbs, or
supplements it's important to talk with your doctor ﬁrst.
· Vitamin D There is evidence and several ongoing studies that show a connection between
vitamin D and MS. If you haven't had your vitamin D levels tested, ask your doctor; they
may recommend a supplement if you're deﬁcient. Too much vitamin D can be toxic and
cause serious side effects, so it's best to take it under the supervision of a doctor who can
monitor your level.
· Green Tea: Although there's no proof that green tea helps MS symptoms, it is rich in
antioxidants and other healthy compounds. It will not do you any harm.
· Turmeric (Haldi) a common spice and a key ingredient in Indian food. You can even ﬁll the
haldi powder into capsules and take it once or twice daily. Although there have been many
animal studies that show turmeric can have anti-inﬂammatory properties, most experts
agree that it needs to be studied further before it can be recommended as an alternative
treatment for people with MS.
· Ayurveda:
Ayurveda is an alternative medicine system with historical roots in the Indian subcontinent.
The theory and practice of Ayurveda has become very popular lately and many people are
attracted to it due to advertisements promising " cure for MS" & also due to hearsay.
However, MSSI does not endorse any practioner of Ayurveda (or Homeopathy) as in our
experience we haven't seen any proof of disease reversal or total cure till date. Certain
alternate therapies may help in relieving some symptoms of the disease, but prolonged use
of Ayurveda has also resulted in side effects arising from some of the ingredients (like
'bhasma' or metals)which could potentially damage organs.
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#MyMSstory: SONALI
THINGS I WISH I KNEW WHEN I WAS
DIAGNOSED WITH MS
My name is Sonali. I'm 29, live in Delhi and I was
diagnosed with Multiple Sclerosis (MS) in 2009 at
the age of 19.
It's quite a funny thing when you're diagnosed
with an incurable disease that leaves you looking
fine on the outside but wreaks havoc on the inside.
Your brain controls your body through nerve
impulses, and MS attacks the nerves that send
those messages. This, in turn, alters how your
body functions. So, I'm sure you can imagine just
how inconvenient this disease is.
The inconvenience of this disease continues with involuntary muscle spasms. I've kicked
people under tables, tipped my coffee on people, and looked like I was auditioning for a
horror movie in the middle of the shopping center. I also look like I'm part of a zombie
apocalypse on the regular from the horrific fatigue it causes.
Jokes aside, an MS diagnosis is a lot to handle, especially at the young age of 19. Here are
all of the things I wish I knew sooner.
I want to share 6 points so that we can live with MS with better resilience.
1. Treatment will help
When I was first diagnosed with MS, there weren't many forms of treatment available. I
had to inject myself four times a week while not being able to feel the right side of my body.
I used to cry for hours, not being able to inject myself with medication because I'd
anticipate the pain. I wish I could go back and tell that girl who would sit with the injector on
her leg-which was covered in welts and bruises from the needles-that treatment would
come so far that you won't have to inject yourself anymore. And it has come with
introduction of oral DMTs. Even very reasonable generic drugs are available which are now
very popular. It'd improve me so much that I'd regain the feeling in my face, arm, and leg.
2. Strength comes from challenges
I wish I knew that you learn your greatest strengths when you're faced with the worst of
life's challenges.
I experienced mental and physical pain from injecting myself, I've lost feeling in my limbs,
and I've lost overall control of my body. Out of these things, though, I learned my greatest
strengths. No university degree could teach me my strengths, but the worst of life's
challenges could.
I have a resilience that can't be beat, and I have a smile that doesn't fade. I've experienced
real darkness, and I know how lucky I am, even on a bad day.
3. Join support groups
I wish I could tell myself that I absolutely need support, and it's more than OK to accept it
and ask for it.
My family are my absolute everything. They're the reason I fight so hard to be well, and
they help me with cooking, cleaning, or gardening. I didn't want to burden my family with
my fears, though, so I turned to an occupational therapist that specializes in MS and never
looked back. Being able to talk to someone other than my family helped me really accept
the cards I'd been dealt and deal with the emotions I was feeling. I have a whole
community of people to share my good and bad days with.
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4. Don't compare your diagnosis to others with MS
I wish I could tell myself not to compare my diagnosis to other people's diagnoses. No two
people with MS will share the same exact symptoms and experiences.
Instead, ﬁnd a community to share your concerns and ﬁnd support. Surround yourself with
those who understand exactly what you're going through.
5. Everyone copes in different ways
At ﬁrst, my way of coping was to pretend that I was ﬁne, even though I became a ﬁgure of
myself that I didn't recognize. I stopped smiling and laughing and buried my head in my
studies because that was the best way I knew how to cope. I didn't want to burden anyone
with my illness, so I lied and told everyone I loved I was ﬁne.
I lived like this for many years until one day I realized I couldn't do it alone anymore, so I
asked for help. Since then, I can truly say I've found my way of living well with MS.
I wish I knew that coping is different for everyone. It'll happen naturally and at its own pace.
One day, you'll look back and know you're the strong warrior you are today because you
walked through that war and continue to ﬁght that battle. You'll come out stronger and wiser
each time, ready to conquer again.
6. Everything will be OK
I wish that my 19-year-old self knew to truly believe that everything would be OK. I would've
saved so much stress, worry, and tears.
But I know it's all about the process. Now, I can help those who are dealing with some of the
same experiences I went through and give them the information they need.
It really will be OK-even through all the storms- when it's too dark to see the light and when
you think you have no more strength to ﬁght.
Takeaway
I never thought something like an MS diagnosis would happen to me, and yet I was wrong. It
was a lot to comprehend at the time, and there were many aspects of the disease that I
didn't understand.
Over time, however, I learned how to cope. I learned to see the good in every bad. I learned
that perspective is your best friend, and I learned how important it is to be grateful for the
simple things.

I might have seen tougher days than the average person, but I'm still so lucky for all I have
and for the strong woman this disease has forced me to be. No matter what life throws at
you, with a good support system and a positive mindset, anything is possible.
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FIVE HABITS FOR HAPPINESS…
1. Note three good things every day
Science shows that grateful people tend to be happier and
healthier. Gratitude can be a stress-buster and can even
have a beneficial effect on heart rate. Consciously nurture
the habit, by noticing three good things each day. For
example: " I really enjoyed my chat with my friend today I'd forgotten how much he makes me laugh," or "Going
out to the market (or a walk) made me feel so good
today”
2. Volunteer your time, energy and skills
Research indicates that we can get as much out of
volunteering as the people we give our time to. The 'helper's high' is associated with
reduced depression and anxiety and improved well being. Volunteering is also a way to get
in to social and community life – another thing that is strongly associated with life
satisfaction.
3. Look for the good in people
It's easy to take our nearest and dearest for granted and criticism
can come easily, especially in long-established relationships.
Psychologist John Gottman recommends aiming for five positive
interactions for every negative one you have with a person. These
can range from showing affection, to thinking about what we value
about them.
4. Use positive reinforcement techniques
If you're a parent, try to show your child how to find constructive
solutions to conflicts.
All families argue, and sometimes it's in front of the patient. But try to let them also see
resolutions: how you can resolve your differences like mature adults and return to a caring,
supportive relationship, despite difficult emotions
5. Find your strengths and use them
When we put our strengths into practice, we're usually
energised and feel at our best. Identify your best traitswith the help of friends and family if necessary-and use
them. Try to do different things, or do things differently !
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A TRIBUTE TO DIANA KHAMBATTA
On behalf of MSSI Delhi
Diana was a much loved, much respected member of MSSI for
close to 30 years.
When I joined the MS Society I was introduced to Diana by her
first name by some the then founder members, as she was
already associated with MSSI. In spite of all of us new
committee members being quite a lot younger than her we
always addressed her as Diana.
Even though my own association with her was also through the
Parsi community which I married into, I really got to know her
closely through her work with MSSI, so like everyone else I
called her by her first name too, though she was almost my mother’s age.
She soon joined the managing committee as a volunteer and added so much value
to our work through her experience and advice .
She was smart, efficient, responsive and often ended some noisy discussions with a
firm and decisive “ bas ho gaya, khatam !”
But above all she was compassionate & soft hearted. She connected with our
patients many of whom came from simple under privileged backgrounds, and
always kept the weakest ones in mind to quietly do something extra for them and
their families.
As Secretary and then Chairperson, she attended all our meetings, seldom walking
into our little office without some snacks and goodies - but one thing was certain,
come 5 pm, she had to rush back home for tea with her dear husband Jim!
Diana helped us raise funds mostly through her large circle of friends-simply
because they all believed in HER. Soon our work was recognized and the society
gained from her personal credibility and goodwill. Never flaunting her connections,
in fact almost circumspect about them, she chuckled when we teased her about
being the Society’s “ Lakshmi”.
It was thanks to her that we had the pleasure of holding our annual fundraiser
courtesy the Hotel Lalit for an unbroken spell of 10 years - till just before Covid
came in the way.
Several lasting relationships with our donors and supporters are all thanks to
Diana. She made countless contributions to the Society over her almost 30 year
association that helped us get established-and we knew that she also gave her time
and the same energy to her other Charities as well-be it the Guild of Services, the
Najafgarh home for women, the Vrindavan widows or the annual community
weddings which we all attended.
The last couple of years had been hard on her health, but her son Veraf made it a
point to bring her to the office or invite us home each time he came in to town. All of
us at the MS Society will always miss her, and she will be remembered fondly-not
only by us here in MSSI Delhi, but by our colleagues in other cities as well.
Meenakshi Bhujwala
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HOW CAN WE DESCRIBE MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS IN 10 WORDS?
Multiple sclerosis is a difﬁcult disease to understand, even if you live with it. Trying to
explain it may take more than a sound bite. It can be difﬁcult to keep things short and
sweet when describing life with multiple sclerosis.
I've heard it said that the ideal response in a recorded interview is the 10-word answer. It's
a short snippet of information that ﬁts perfectly as a media sound bite, and is short enough
to stick in our memory. It's like a diverting billboard advert that catches our eye as we pass
by on our 70-miles-per-hour lives.
Some 10-Word Descriptions Are Factual, but Not Informative
"MS is a degenerative disease of the central nervous system.”
There are 10 words that perfectly describe MS. They say it all, but say nothing at the same
time. (Incidentally, this is the kind of 10-word answer politicians love to use in debates!)
While the statement is 100 percent factual, it's far from informative.
"Degenerative" how? Is this "disease" contagious? If it's in the "central nervous system,"
does that mean it's a brain tumor or something?
While many of us may think it a clear description of the disease with which we live, that's
likely because we've lived with the information (and the condition) for long enough that
because we understand what we're really trying to say, others will also..
It's Important to Convey the Frustration of Living With MS
So what is answer to the question "what is MS?":
Now we're on to the mechanics of the thing. These 10 words begin to explain not only what
MS is, but what it does. They draw back the curtain so people can see some of the
frustration of living with this disease. I think it's important to introduce some element of
the MS experience when crafting such a short response.
"Unpredictable" is a good descriptor to add to our 10 words. But it leaves questions:
unpredictable how? ("In every way" is the answer, but you can very little information in 10
words.)
A Brief Response May Feel Like Small Talk
While it may seem like a small talk answer to a rather complicated question, sometimes a
question about MS is really just that: polite conversation or small talk.
I have found that personalizing my response helps to inform people that I'm open to giving
more information if they're interested in it, as well as making it more relatable.
What MS, the disease, is to me is the same as it is to everyone living with it. But what MS
and its symptoms do to me-to each of us-ranges as far and wide as one can imagine, and
even beyond that.
For Now, I Have My 10-Word Answer Ready..
No answer, whether it be 10 words or 100, could give the full story of life with MS. But
then again, no one asking is likely to want the full story. My 10-word answer would
hopefully convey the complexity of the disease, what it means to me personally, andimportantly- what it does not.
My answer has changed through the years, and it will probably change again. For now,
though, when asked "what is MS?" my 10-word answer is:
“Complicated and unpredictable. But it's my disease, not my deﬁnition."
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HOW WELL IS YOUR MS TREATMENT WORKING?

MS treatments can take time to start working-and can eventually stop working. Here's how
to know if it may be time for a change.
Most people who have multiple sclerosis (MS) are ﬁrst diagnosed with a type called
relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS), marked by deﬁned episodes of increased nervous system
symptoms and impairment followed by periods of remission. Currently, nearly all people
who have RRMS are treated with a class of drugs called disease-modifying therapies
(DMTs). DMTs help reduce relapses, delay the progression of MS, and prevent future nerve
damage, but they don't improve existing damage or alleviate symptoms.
There are now over two dozen DMTs used to treat MS, so there are a lot of options to choose
from. "There is no one best disease-modifying therapy for everyone," says Barbara Giesser
MD, a neurologist and MS specialist at Saint John's Health Center in Santa Monica,
California. "Choosing a DMT is not an easy conversation between the patient and the
neurologist. You have to consider a number of factors." This includes how aggressive your
MS is and any other health conditions you have, as well as your lifestyle, ﬁnancial condition
and personal preferences. DMTs can be administered by mouth, injection, or intravenous
(IV) infusion.
Unlike, say, a headache medication that provides immediate relief, DMTs can take many
months to start working. "These treatments don't make people feel better, and they don't
treat symptoms," Dr. Giesser says. Instead, DMTs are designed to lessen the immune
system's attack on the nervous system, which can help decrease the number of ﬂares you
experience and their severity.
The effectiveness of a DMT is primarily assessed by how well it reduces ﬂares and whether
your doctor can see new or inﬂamed lesions on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Most
people with MS require therapy with a DMT along with other medications or strategies to
help manage symptoms.
But you probably won't be on the same DMT forever. There are many reasons you might
eventually change to a different treatment, and switching is common.
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Answer these questions ﬁnd out if your treatment plan is as effective as it could be-and
what you can do if it isn't.
This assessment is part of a series aimed at helping you check in on your MS before your
next checkup with your doctor. There are no right or wrong answers – it all depends on your
personal response & life style Then, schedule an appointment with your neurologist to
discuss your results.
Question 1
How long have you been on your current MS treatment?
·
A. Less than 6 months
·
B. More than 6 months
Question 2
Do you take your medication exactly as prescribed?
·
A. Yes, always
·
B. Most of the time
·
C. Sometimes
·
D. No, I often forget
Question 3
Do you experience any bothersome side effects from your medication?
·
A. Yes
·
B. No
·
C. Not sure
How much is MS affecting your daily life?
·
A. A lot — I'm really struggling.
·
B. Somewhat. There are things that could be better.
·
C. Things are generally pretty manageable.
·
D. It's not. I'm doing well.
Question 5
How often do you experience severe ﬂares?
·
A. Rarely or never
·
B. A few times a year
·
C. Every few months or more often
Question 6
True or false: I've noticed a signiﬁcant change in my physical abilities over the
past several months.
·
A. True
·
B. False
Question 7
On your last MRI, did your doctor detect new lesions in your brain or on your
spinal cord?
·
A. Yes
·
B. No
·
C. Not sure
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Based on your responses, depending on how you're feeling overall, it might be
good to explore other treatment options. Share this information with your
neurologist. Let them know what your quality of life is like, plus any concerns you have
about your current treatment.
These other treatment tips can help, too:
· Talk to your neurologist before stopping any treatment. Even if you're
experiencing side effects or having trouble sticking to your dosing schedule, it's important
to carry on with your treatment plan. That's because DMTs help slow nervous system
damage, which is not reversible once it occurs.
· Consider tracking your symptoms. This can help you get an objective sense of how
your MS affects you over time. You can keep a notebook or use an app
· Learn about other treatment options. If you're unhappy with your current treatment,
remember that there are many other choices. Talk to your doctor about anything you
dislike about your current medication and what other options might be a better ﬁt.
Being on the right treatment is the single most important thing you can do to slow the
progression of MS and keep ﬂares to a minimum.

EXERCISING WITH MS
Although the fatigue and pain that often comes with MS can make physical activity difﬁcult,
exercise can improve mobility and make you feel better. A physical therapist or specially
trained exercise professional can share speciﬁc exercises designed to improve foot drop,
walking, balance, and going from sitting to standing.
It's also possible to increase your strength, ﬂexibility, and level of ﬁtness when you have
MS. Although exercise can lead to soreness and fatigue, working with an expert can help
ensure you don't overdo it. A regular program that builds your strength and stamina can
actually help reduce fatigue in the long run.
Taking measures not to get overheated during exercise is also important for individuals
with MS, because getting too hot can cause MS symptoms to worsen. Some options for
avoiding overheating include exercising in an air-conditioned environment, exercising
outside during the cooler parts of the day, and taking breaks to cool off during workouts.
We also recommend keeping a bowl of cold water & a wet face towel by your side while
exercising.. dip it, squeeze it and wipe your forehead, neck arms & underarms with it
frequently to bring down your body temperature
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MOBILITY ACCESSIBILITY AND MS
For some people, the impact of MS on balance and leg strength can make getting around a
challenge; many people with MS eventually need to rely on a walker, scooter, or wheelchair
in their home. Outﬁtting your living space to accommodate your assistive device may mean
modifying areas like your entryway, kitchen, and bathroom.
If you aren't quite ready for a home modiﬁcation project, just clearing away clutter and
removing decorative accessories like rugs or baskets and ﬂowerpots can go a long way in
creating space and helping to prevent falls.
Mobility Aids for MS
Fatigue and balance issues are common in MS, and eventually you might opt to use a
mobility aid. It is a good idea to get professional evaluation with a physical therapist who can
help you select the device that's right for your needs. There are many options to consider:
· Canes/ Walking Sticks: There are two main types of canes: a single point cane; and a
four-point cane, in which four pegs connect to the main shaft. Some people even choose to
use two canes, one in each hand.
· Walkers A walker is a good choice if you notice that you're beginning to stumble more.
A standard walker has rubber grips on the bottom to help with stability.
· Rollators Instead of ﬂat rubber grips on the bottom, rollators (as the name suggests)
have wheels on the bottom.
· Trekking poles These devices are good for people with balance issues, as they
encourage a more upright posture compared with a cane.
Some people with MS resist or put off using a walking aid, but it can actually improve your
independence and take some of the stress out of getting from here to there. If you have MS,
whether to use a wheelchair or not can be a big decision. It may mean that your disease has
progressed to the point where you don't feel safe getting around using other mobility
devices. But it's not an all-or-nothing choice; many people decide to use a wheelchair for
certain activities or environments but not full-time.
There are manual wheelchairs, which require arm strength or others where someone is
required to push you, and powered scooters and wheelchairs, which move automatically
with buttons or levers you can control.
Although many people - specially young persons- avoid using a wheelchair because they do
not want to appear disabled or dependent , using one can actually provide freedom and new
opportunities for activities that aren't feasible with a cane or a walker. Just like we do not
hesitate to use specs if our eyesight gets weak, we should consider using a wheelchair if our
legs are weak and it stops us from going out comfortably.
Travelling With MS
You might think that because MS can ﬂare up unexpectedly amid stress, fatigue, heat, or an
infection, travelling would be off-limits, but that's not the case. Most people with multiple
sclerosis have no travel restrictions, says a neurologist who specializes in MS at Cleveland
Clinic.
There are things you can do to raise the chances that your trip goes smoothly. For one, make
sure you have all the medication you need, and don't forget to bring a way to store it at the
needed temperature. Bring any relevant medical information, and check ahead to see if
there is medical care available at your destination. Finally, build in extra time to take breaks,
and schedule activities so you don't have to rush or be stressed during your journey.
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MILESTONES ACHIEVED BY MSSI DELHI – 2021-2022
After a long difﬁcult year of trying to understand Covid, a couple of months into 2021 we
were all relieved that the worst was behind us, and with the vaccine coming out , we all
heaved a sigh of relief ! So we started planning many programs, only to be hit by the worst
Delta wave by mid year 2021. Like the rest of the world we had to put many of our plans on
hold and change the way we had been doing things. However, we still achieved a lot, and
above all we kept in constant touch with all our members and to the best of our ability
provided all the services they needed.
Here, in no particular order, are the activities we completed and services that we provided.
· OUR PROGRAMMES- Our special events like India MS Day & World MS Day, our regular
Day Care programmes as well as Doctor's sessions had to be taken online yet again, as
personal meetings were cancelled. These covered subjects like Medical Seminars, Doctor's
lectures, Rights of Persons with Disability, Yoga, Mental Health, Physiotherapy, Alternate
medicine and Diet Programmes along with music, Antakshari, & performances by our
talented members! We organised & participated in around 25 Zoom Webinars through the
year, with an average attendance of over 75 persons at each session. That's almost one
session every 2 weeks !

· COUNSELLING-24/7- Online Counselling is a speciality of the MSSI Delhi Chapter and
one of our most popular and appreciated services. 3-4 members are always available for
this. This includes FACE to FACE Video counselling also. During the lockdown days this was
our primary means to interacting with our MSP's, as well as their families.

· HOME VISIT- All of us at MSSI Delhi really enjoy meeting you all in your homesunfortunately that was not possible this year either, so we ramped up our Video calling and
found ourselves making 'virtual visits' to your homes! That way we were visiting our
members not only in Delhi/ NCR, but as far as the cool & beautiful Kashmir & Uttarakhand,
colourful Jaipur and other places in Rajasthan, meeting families in Punjab & Himachal
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· MEDICAL AND WELFARE-Once again going digital, we have been sending wheelchairs,
walking aids, air mattresses, diapers, & even a Hospital bed directly to our members in need
in far flung towns & villages through Amazon. Each item is sourced very carefully, taking into
consideration the size of the doors, the measure of disability and the level of financial need
of the MSP's.
Last year we supplied10 wheelchairs, 10 walkers, 5 toilet chairs, 15 walking sticks and 1
hospital bed.

· BIRTHDAY CARDS-Each year we send specially designed birthday cards to over 700
MSP's by post. Occasionally, we also make video calls on their birthday and talk to their
family members, enjoying the virtual birthday sweets & cakes! Our EC Members have been
handwriting cheerful personalised messages in the cards since last 15 years. No amount of
Whatsapp greetings can match the joy of receiving a personal card in the post!
· MEDICINES & NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS - For two years we were being supplied
regular health supplements by one of our sponsors, Morepen Laboratories Ltd for over 100
MSPs. However, during this Financial Year 2021-22 due to the Covid crisis they were unable
to continue with the project. We did not let this setback deter us! From our own funds we
continued with the distributions. Today we continue to supply these supplements to
approximately 80 needy MSPs.
· Cod Liver Capsules· Vitamin D3 and Calcium
· Vitamin C with Zinc· Vitamin A to Z· Protein Drinks
This time consuming exercise ensures that supplement packs & tablets are packed carefully,
each recipient is called to confirm the address & again to confirm receipt of the same. These
MSPs have been identified & assessed personally by a senior MC member as deserving
candidates facing poor health due to lack of a balanced diet. This supplement project is
essentially for MSP's who earn Rs.20,000 or less every month from all sources and are found
lacking in right nutrition.
· HOSPITAL ADMISSIONS AND APPOINTMENTS WITH LEADING NEURO
DOCTORS: Priority based emergency hospital admissions are organised with the help of
senior consultants at RML Hospital and AIIMS. Appointments on a priority basis with
leading neurologists, urologists & other consultant doctors are regularly fixed at AIIMS,
Artemis, RML, Max, Apollo, Gangaram, Paras, Vimhans, GB Pant and Fortis.
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· HOME CARE ATTENDANT-Shagufta, our home care attendant for home bound women
MSP's is very popular among her patients who are spread right across Delhi /NCR . She helps
bathe them, wash their hair, makes up their room keeping it fresh & tidy. She often even
treats the ladies to a face massage, hair cut or a mini pedi & mani ! She makes them look and
feel better, and this allows their caregivers some time off as well. She visits each of her lady
MSps for 2-3 sessions per week, averaging 50 visits a month.

Care, Comfort, Convenience@home

· PHYSIOTHERAPY–Our ﬂagship project is running successfully and effectively since
2003 & growing day by day, sometimes at a pace we ﬁnd hard to keep up with! Our team of
over 12 highly motivated & trained PTs buzz around the entire city of Delhi & the suburbs on
their motorbikes, completing 450-500 sessions every month. These experienced and
qualiﬁed doctors have now grown to be more than just MS physiotherapists or occupational
therapists; they are like family members to many . They frequently go above and beyond
their call of duty.They cheer them up, counsel and motivate them; they discreetly share
details of difﬁcult family circumstances, enabling us to reach out with any further assistance
we can provide. These physiotherapists take the MSPs out for a walk occasionally or with the
cooperation of the MSp's families even take small groups of MS friends to a mall or a park for
an outing.
This is our most popular project and our immense thanks to our sponsors & donors , and
kudos to our consultants & trainers, with a special mention of Dr Jasmine Anandabai for
her regular training refresher sessions, her personal consultations & guidance in difﬁcult
cases & her time which she gives to MSSI Delhi so generously. We spend about 28-30
Lakhs per year on this project and currently we have 14 physiotherapists on our panel. At
the moment our Home Services are available in Delhi &NCR but we have plans to reach out
to our Meerut and Varanasi MSPs in the near future.
· ADULT DIAPERS-most of our members need adult diapers for their daily use. We source
these diapers from suppliers who provide us the best quality at the best price. We supply
these diapers free of cost to our members who need them but are unable to afford it.
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The MSSI Delhi Spring Celebration
The last 2 years have been the most difﬁcult that most of us have faced in our lives. it left us
feeling low, depressed, isolated and conﬁned to our homes & indoor spaces. All of us were
longing to get back to our friends, to meeting people, enjoying the outdoors & generally to
reclaim our lives.
Earlier this year, when we saw a sustained reduction in Covid cases and feeling reassured
with our vaccines, we thought it was time to start thinking about resuming our regular
programmes & interactions.
In Delhi we are blessed to have vast well maintained parks & public spaces. February &
March are traditionally the best months in Delhi-gardens are in full bloom, the weather is
perfect and so we gingerly ﬂoated the idea of a Day in the Park on 9th March. The venue was
the Sunder Nursery Park, a wonderful park in the heart of Delhi, dotted with 12th century
monuments, waterways and an astounding variety of trees, birds & butterﬂies. We planned
it midweek, and we thought we would have a small turn out, but we were delighted with the
enthusiastic response-We were 80 people in all!
The Sunder Nursery park is fully accessible, (Entry free for PwD) has excellent clean toilet
facilities including a special needs toilet , abundance of ﬂowers, wide open spaces. We had
planned games, prizes, sumptuous lunch & snacks, and enough chairs & durries to complete
the picnic atmosphere. Since it was just a day after International Women's Day, we also
felicitated the brave young women present (PwMS as well as female caregivers) with a little
gift pouch containing feel good nik-naks like a ﬂoral hair tie, some 'bindis', lip balm etc to
make them feel special!
We all had a great time and spent the day catching up, chatting, laughing & soaking in the
beautiful atmosphere. Our cover page this year is inspired from this picnic. It was decided
there & then that this is one event we must repeat every year !
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· VIDEOS OF EXERCISES: During Covid 19 we helped all our members by going digital.
We shared videos of exercises by trained PT and OTs so that Caregivers could help the MS
persons at home and make sure that their exercise routine is not broken. We also shared
videos from other international MS organisations & websites to help our MSps stay active.
· SCHOLARSHIPS–This project has been growing by leaps and bounds every year.
Currently MSSI Delhi is supporting 40 students–who are either MSps or children of MS
persons who have been facing ﬁnancial difﬁculty in continuing their education. MSSI Delhi
provides a ﬁxed monthly grant or scholarship allowance to ensure that no child is left
behind. It is our effort to cover the monthly school fee of these children, and based on the
average fee bills we receive from them, we have capped it at a maximum of Rs 1500 pm.
Once again, a meticulous & painstaking process of checking each & every fee bill, if
required we cover the cost of books as well if it falls within the monthly limit set by the
Managing Committee. The success of this programme is also visible in the number of donors
who wish to contribute to this project. There is nothing more fulﬁlling than watching these
young children thriving & making us & their parents proud. We currently spend around Rs. 6
Lakhs per year on this project. This year we will have the invaluable support of a new
sponsor- Swarn Lata Motherson Trust.
· NEW MEMBERS– We welcomed almost 100 new members to MSSI Delhi. This year we
registered the maximum number of new members in any year because of our enhanced
Social Media presence and activities. We can now be contacted via almost all leading social
media platforms, apart from our website www.mssocietyindia.org.
· SOCIAL MEDIA –Social media played an active role in the increase of our numbers.
Facebook, WhatsApp, Insta, Twitter every avenue was used to showcase our activities and
spread news about us far and wide. Our regular posts on these sites along with our frequent
Broadcast announcements, Webinars, Zoom programmes & info-mails which in turn get
shared on these platforms played a big role in creating awareness. We have been part of the
national campaign " Numbers Matter" to get counted in the national registry. We have
also been actively encouraging all our MS members to get their UDID cards and and
disability cards , with guidance on all the beneﬁts of these cards. MSSI Delhi is now helping
our members with the enrolment process . Contact us for help.
· Our Facebook page trafﬁc has increased substantially & has been having a cascade
effect on all platforms. Our social media pages are being managed by a team of 5 people, 3
of whom are our young MSps!
· ANNUAL HANDBOOK– Even though our much awaited & loved Annual publication got
delayed due to Covid issues, the 17th edition ﬁnally got printed last summer. We shared soft
copies individually & posted hard copies to over 750 MSP's, Doctors, donors, supporters and
advertisers as well as our other 9 MSSI Chapters. Since our Souvenir & Handbook has a long
shelf life with interesting & useful information, the last 2 issues are now available in PDF
format on our website as well. This Handbook has been appreciated by Doctors as a great
information tool over the years. We are grateful to our senior Neurophysicians Dr Meena
Gupta, Dr.P.K.Sethi , Dr. Mahajan and others for their personal notes of appreciation.
· CONNECT GROUPS –One of our recent initiatives is our effort to tell all our members
"you are not alone!" We have formed 12 localised WhatsApp CONNECT GROUPS across
North India in 8 key states where are members are located. Delhi is divided into 4 regional
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Zones, North, South, East & West. Each zone is led by a core team of young MS persons,
under the guidance of a senior Executive Member. This initiative was not an instant success
as there was some hesitation to mingle ( even online) with 'strangers' but has grown
steadily & surely over the last year. Most of these groups are now a vibrant throbbing bunch
of people chatting, sharing, discussing and supporting each other. Like all groups, there are
some silent ones, but slowly many of them are emerging to join the main stream.
Thousands of messages are exchanged all day long consisting of MS news, scientiﬁc
discoveries in MS treatments, sharing of personal experiences, moral support for each other
and of course all kinds of festive wishes, jokes, and forwards to liven up the day. This project
was started following the World MS Day theme #MSConnections.
· YMSG– Our Youth MS Group was started in the year 2008 for the under 40 age group of
MS members. This idea was an instant success, and in no time the young MSps were
connecting with others not only within India, but also in different countries. They chat, they
share their thoughts, feelings, ideas & emotions, as they connect with others. Many strong
bonds of friendship have developed over the years, and they are the modern 'family of
friends'. Delhi has 376 youth MS members.

· VOLUNTEERS– We are enrolling young volunteers from within the MS family as well as
those who want to help make a difference to the lives of others less fortunate than
themselves. In time we hope these young MS volunteers will be leading MSSI to expand its
scope & achieve much greater strength to help others. MSSI Delhi has several young and
enthusiastic MS members who keep our social media buzzing, help organise webinars and
special events like India MS Day-IMSD/World MS Day , and are always just a phone call away
to help in times of need.
However, we need many more committed volunteers! Join us, be a part of any of these
projects. You can work from home; you can help us complete the projects or start new ones.
Come-be a part of the team and use your skills to make a difference in the life of
others .
Volunteering provides many beneﬁts to both mental and physical health.
l Volunteering helps counteract the effects of stress, anger, and anxiety.
l Volunteering combats depression.
l Volunteering makes you happy.
l Volunteering increases self-conﬁdence.
l Volunteering provides a sense of purpose.
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YOU ARE NOT ALONE
Right from the time of diagnosis, living with multiple sclerosis is a learning experience and
with the unpredictability of symptoms and related issues, it's often a case of learning as you
go.
Living with multiple sclerosis can impact all kinds of practical, everyday things.
We're here to help you gather information from others who are facing the same
problems & challenges as you – when you join hands, you learn through practical
advice & ﬁnd your way around faster.
Support Groups & Local Connect Groups are a great way to have a one-on-one conversation
with somebody who understands, no matter where you live and who you are. Many people
have said it's a great way to build a relationship and give and receive advice.
You can choose if you want to speak to another person living with multiple sclerosis, a
caregiver or a family member. This project was started by MSSI Delhi following the World
MS Day theme #MS Connections.
MSSI Support Groups
Living with multiple sclerosis or caring for someone with the condition can be challengingespecially people who are newly diagnosed can feel particularly helpless. One way we've
addressed this is through our local Support groups program, whereby people living with
multiple sclerosis or their family members or care givers can support one another either in a
one-on-one or group setting, typically over the phone or online. Giving and receiving
practical and emotional support can help you understand a recent diagnosis, manage your
symptoms and live well with multiple sclerosis. This is a great way for people living with
multiple sclerosis, caregivers, family and friends to connect with and support each other. It's
also a great way to make new friends who understand you! We offer MS Support through a
variety of channels, and it's completely your choice to participate.
Where are our Connect & Support groups?
We had planned that our face-to-face MS Support groups would meet each other personally
at various locations across the city, but always at a location close to your home or Zone.
However, Covid came in the way, and we modiﬁed it to "virtual meetings" or Face Time on
the phone.
We have formed 12 localised WhatsApp Connect Groups across North India in 8 key states
where our members are located – Delhi, UP, Haryana, Rajasthan, Punjab, J&K, Uttarakhand
& Himachal Pradesh
Delhi is divided into 4 regional Zones, North, South, East & West . Each zone is led by a core
team of young MS persons, under the guidance of a senior Executive Committee member.
This initiative was not an instant success as there was some hesitation to mingle (even
online) with 'strangers' but it has grown steadily & surely over the last year.
Most of these groups are now a vibrant, throbbing bunch of people chatting, sharing,
discussing and supporting each other. Like all groups, there are some silent ones, but slowly
some of them are also emerging one by one to join the main stream.
Thousands of messages are exchanged all day long consisting of MS news, scientiﬁc
discoveries in MS treatments, sharing of personal experiences, moral support for each other
and of course all kinds of festive wishes, jokes, and forwards to liven up the day.
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MSSI Delhi ﬁrst meets its members over a video call on the phone, and then we connect
you to your local Support group. We hope that in a post Covid world, we can ﬁnally get
you to meet your local group members in get-togethers and outings for a casual coffee,
or some discussion groups around speciﬁc multiple sclerosis issues or just an enjoyable
group activity such as singing or exercise – you can ﬁnd a friend with similar intereststhere really is something for everybody!
Self Help groups
In addition to MS volunteer-led support groups, Self Help groups are led by people who are
not MSps , but are family members or volunteers who work diligently and thoughtfully for
their local communities.
MSSI one to one Support via phone
Telegroups
Our MS Support Telegroups enable people with similar interests or experience to connect by
telephone as an alternative to face to face groups.
Some groups have a particular focus, such as young caregivers or parents or children's
study groups , while others are a mixed bunch of ages and roles.
Caregiver Support Groups
Online MS Peer Support is a great way to make connections from the comfort of your own
home, or on the go, no matter where you live. Online support leads to better self-care and a
stronger sense of wellness. Plus, it's a great way to make a new group of friends outside of
your usual networks!
We have connected a number of individuals who wish to talk in smaller more private groups,
or one on one. Our role is purely to connect you after taking your permission by giving a
short introduction of each other. We try to make sure that we put you in touch with like
minded people. We do however remain in touch and are always available to assist you.
Our online communities are built on mutual respect and emotional support-they are not
designed for medical advice. We suggest you check with your Doctor or health care
professional before starting any therapy recommended by a person in your group, even
though it may have been given with the best intentions.
Become an MS Peer Support volunteer
We need members of the MS community to provide emotional and practical support and a
listening ear for other people affected by multiple sclerosis. MS volunteers with lived
experience of MS are encouraged to become Support volunteers & group leaders
Call us today if you…
· Have been living with multiple sclerosis for more than two years-either as a PwMS
or as a caregiver
· Have a positive approach to living with multiple sclerosis
· Become a positive ambassador for MSSI
MS Peer Support volunteers are informally 'interviewed' for suitability, provided with full
information and support. There are a number of ways to get involved, including being a
group facilitator, providing one-on-one telephone support and moderating our online
support channels.
MSSI is here to help
If you can't ﬁnd a group in your area, call MSSI Delhi to register your interest in joining a
Connect Group near you
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GETTING HELP FOR BOWEL INCONTINENCE WITH MS
One huge barrier to people with MS getting effective help for bowel problems is that
most doctors don't ask about these issues Doctors don't always bring this up, and a lot
of times patients aren't sure how to talk about it.
Patients are also sometimes not aware that this could be related to their MS, or what their
neurologist would do about it.
So the ﬁrst step in getting help for bowel problems is telling your neurologist or primary
care doctor what's been happening. Getting an accurate picture of symptoms is really
important. Doctors have to base a lot of their management advice on what patients selfreport.
Your doctor may ask you to keep a diary record of your bowel symptoms, along with what
you're eating and drinking, and other potentially relevant behaviors. Patterns related to
what you eat or drink may emerge, and your doctor will also get a picture of your overall
diet.
How Diet and Medication Can Contribute to Bowel Problems
"I don't think people realize that the food we eat and what we drink can really make a
difference in bowel symptoms", says Rachael Stacom, an adult nurse practitioner and at
Independence Care System in New York City.
Not consuming enough ﬁber or ﬂuids can contribute to constipation, while consuming spicy
foods, dairy products, caffeine, and artiﬁcial sweeteners can all lead to problems with
bowel urgency.
In more difﬁcult cases, it may help to follow a very restricted diet to see what foods
might be problematic, she says. Then, "we'll have people slowly introduce foods to see
if that aggravates or upsets your stomach."
Another potential contributor to both constipation and urgency is what kinds of medication
you take. Some may have a stimulant effect or bother your stomach, leading to bowel
contractions. Others may slow down your digestion, leading to constipation-and possibly a
higher risk of incontinence.
Adjusting medication doses may be difﬁcult, especially if they're working to relieve some
other symptoms. But sometimes there are some easy things we can do, such as adjusting
diet and a bathroom schedule to respond to the effects of the medication.
Medical Interventions for Bowel Incontinence in MS.
Certain drugs can be helpful to manage constipation and bowel incontinence, often in
combination with a bowel training routine. "Sometimes the key is to get your bowels on a
regular schedule," says Kaplan.
One technique involves taking a laxative powder or syrup at the same time each day. If
someone can establish having a bowel movement routinely after breakfast, then that
means for the rest of the day they might be free of the fear that they might have an
accident.
There are many other drugs to as stool softeners and stimulants like bisacodyl and senna.
But many of them should be used very carefully, since they can have side effects and their
effectiveness may decrease as you develop a tolerance to them.
Another useful option for many people with bowel incontinence is glycerin suppositorieswhich you insert into your rectum to induce a bowel movement, usually within 10 minutes.
"They essentially help soften the stool that's in the rectal area, and they're not chemically
absorbed," she explains. "You can't overdose on them."
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If you know you'll be going someplace-from a long car ride to a social function-where you
don't want to risk a bowel accident, you can use a suppository beforehand. "I've had so
many patients tell me that this was so liberating to them, because they could time their
own bowel movement and do it at their convenience," says Kaplan.
Pelvic Floor PT and Other Solutions to Bowel Incontinence
Many patients beneﬁt from pelvic ﬂoor physical therapy, which may help strengthen both
your pelvic ﬂoor muscles and your anal sphincter-potentially addressing both bowel and
bladder problems. Some people need only one or two sessions with a therapist and can
then do the exercises at home. When lifestyle measures and medication aren't enough to
control constipation or incontinence, transanal irrigation/ enema -using a device to ﬂush
out your rectum with water-may be an option, and has been shown to help relieve
symptoms in people with MS, according to a study published in April 2016 in the journal
Neurogastroenterology & Motility.

And if you still need protection from bowel accidents, wearing adult diapers can be helpful
for many people with MS. Just remember that they're "not all created equal" in terms of
absorption. You should also apply a skin barrier, such as petroleum jelly or pure Vaseline ,
to any area that may come into contact with your stool or urine especially if you spend most
of the day sitting in a wheelchair or have reduced sensation in the area.
"Extreme constipation can lead to stool backup" in the colon, Kaplan says-making it much
harder to control bowel movements when the inner anal sphincter ﬁnally opens and the
pelvic ﬂoor relaxes to allow the muscles in the rectum to push the stool out.
But some people with MS experience bowel incontinence without constipation, or without
knowing they're constipated-especially if the outer anal sphincter isn't functioning well.
Bowel problems often go hand-in-hand with bladder problems, and not just because
they're both caused by a disruption in nerve signaling affecting the same region of your
body. Often when someone has an overactive bladder, they try to self-treat by limiting their
ﬂuid intake. That can, in turn, worsen constipation and, in some cases, lead to incontinence
or urine leaks.

10
TIMES
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HEALTHY EATING HABITS FOR MS
Making adjustments to your eating habits may help you better manage MS.
Let's face it-following a healthy diet is important to your overall wellness. And many people
with multiple sclerosis (MS) say that making the right food choices helps them live better
with the disease, too.
In fact, on Tippi MS, a social tool for sharing your go-to tips for living with MS, food is one of
the most popular topics that people are talking about.
While an exact MS diet doesn't exist, choosing nutritious foods and cutting back on highly
processed foods can provide benefits like improving your energy level and reducing the
impact of other symptoms. According to the National Multiple Sclerosis Society (NMSS),
diet could even play a role in disease progression.
Tip No. 1: Start With Good Nutrition
Because there's no specific diet for MS, navigating diet advice might seem confusing. But
quite simply, the best diet for MS may be to follow the same healthy eating guidelines as
everyone else. The NMSS recommends eating a low-fat, high-fiber diet that focuses on real
food (like vegetables, fruits, whole grains, and lean protein) as opposed to processed foods
that are high in salt, sugar, and other additives Follow a healthy diet. No specific diet has
been shown (yet) to reduce MS progression. You will hear about all kinds of 'MS diets,' but
the truth is that basic guidelines for a healthy diet also apply to those of us with MS. Mostly
plant-based is best for us (and our environment)! Aim for at least 5 servings of fruits and
veggies a day (the more, the better) , and also avoid red meat, saturated fat, highly
processed food, and limit alcohol.
Don't get caught up in the diet game! Eat plenty of (organic) fruits and vegetables and
limited low-fat meats. Above all, try to maintain a consistent routine and eat around the
same time every day. Eating at regular times keeps my energy steady.
Tip No. 2: Reduce Processed Foods and Sugars
Which foods are off-limits for MS? None, really, although some people who have MS say
that avoiding certain foods or even whole food groups improves their symptoms. Still, what
works for them may not work for you.
If you suspect that a particular food group, such as dairy products, or a component of some
foods, such as gluten, is negatively affecting your health, speak to your doctor about it. In
some cases, your doctor may be able to administer tests to determine whether you have an
intolerance or allergy to a food or food group.
In other cases, your doctor may suggest trying an elimination diet, ideally under the
supervision of a registered dietitian. The idea behind an elimination diet is to stop eating
foods that may be triggering an adverse reaction in your body for two or more weeks, then
slowly reintroduce them, one by one, to identify how each food makes you feel.
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You will have to modify your dietary habits and make sure to include at least ﬁve portions of
fruit and vegetables every day and plenty of ﬁbre This can help you to achieve regular bowel
movements. These foods may help relieve mild constipation:
Also include the following:
whole-grain cereals (including porridge, bran ﬂakes or muesli)
fruit (including dried fruit)
vegetables (lentils, peas and beans-including baked beans-are especially high in ﬁbre) nuts
including linseeds - also called ﬂaxseeds or ‘alsi’
Increase your ﬁbre by switching from white bread, regular pasta and white rice, to
wholemeal bread, whole-wheat pasta and brown rice. Do not remove the ‘husk’ from the
atta before preparing your rotis.
Tip No. 3: Simplify It With MS-Approved Food Ideas
Now that you know what to eat, sometimes the trickier question can be how to stick with it especially when you're dealing with fatigue and other MS symptoms.
1. Eat more ﬁber
According to the American Heart Association (AHA)Trusted Source, a high-ﬁber diet can help
resolve constipation. It can also reduce your risk for a number of other conditions, including
heart disease and diabetes. Women should get at least 25 grams of ﬁber each day and men
38 grams a day.
The AHA recommends getting ﬁber from food as opposed to supplements whenever
possible. Whole grains, such as whole wheat, oats, and brown rice, are a great place to start.
Other good sources of ﬁber include:
v Fresh fruit, such as apples, mangoes, and bananas
v Legumes, such as split peas, lentils, and beans (rajma, lobhia)
v Nuts, such as walnuts and almonds
v Vegetables, such as green leaves and broccoli
2. Try bulking agents
Maybe you’re not a fan of vegetables or you feel like you don’t have the time to cook whole
grains. If that’s the case, keep trying new foods until you ﬁnd the high-ﬁber diet that works
for you. In the meantime, bulking agents can also help.
Bulking agents, also known as ﬁber supplements, can increase the volume of your stool.
That can make it easier to pass the stool. They include: herbal remedies like isabgol
When you add more ﬁbre to your diet, go slowly. Too much too soon will cause bloating and
wind. Fibre soaks up water in your bowel, so you’ll need to drink more, otherwise your stool
will become hard and your constipation won’t get better.
For some people more ﬁbre can make constipation worse. If this happens to you, get advice
from a doctor or dietician.
If MS symptoms such as fatigue or reduced mobility mean you’re less active than you used
to be, this can add to problems with constipation.
Being active doesn’t have to mean going out and playing a sport-it’s about ﬁnding the right
activity to suit you and your abilities.
Try to schedule a regular time to go to the toilet. Around 20 to 30 minutes after breakfast is
often the best time. Or you might schedule a regular time after coffee or a hot meal.
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A toilet also needs to be fitted out so you can feel comfortable and stable. As it’s most natural
for humans to squat to pass a stool, you may find it helps to have something to rest your feet
on, so your knees are above hip level. When going to the loo, try to relax and breathe
normally. If you hold your breath and strain, you’ll tense up your anus – whereas you should
be aiming to relax your anus to allow the stools to pass. Take your time (and have privacy),
but try not to spend endless time in the toilet straining. If your bowels do not open, try again
at the same time next day.
Some types of drugs commonly taken in MS are can cause constipation, including: drugs
used to treat over-active bladder in MS such as oxybutynin or tolterodine , anti-spasticity
drugs, like baclofen which is used to treat muscle stiffness and spasms anti-depression
drugs some painkillers like pregabalin and gabapentin.
Ÿ Treatments for constipation include laxatives that can be taken as tablets, capsules, a
powder you add water to, or in a suppository (a capsule that you put up your back
passage). Stool softeners can be used as a gel that you put inside your bottom using a
micro or mini-enema.
Abdominal massage helps some people poo by stimulating the bowel to squeeze poo faster
through it. You might use this as well as using laxatives or anal irrigation. A trained person
needs to show you how to do this massage safely. You can use a finger (digital stimulation)
or hand (manual evacuation) to help you to poo. A specially trained nurse needs to teach
you manual evacuation.
Ÿ

If you have MS-related bladder problems, you may have limited your fluid intake. In this
case, you will need to treat these as well.
You may be tempted to drink less if you have a bladder problem, or your MS makes getting
to the toilet difficult. However, this can make constipation worse.
The generally recommended fluid intake is around 6 to 8 cups or glasses a day (more if the
weather’s hot or you’re exercising). A good fluid intake can help treat and prevent
constipation. Apart from your first pee of the day (which is often darker), wee should be pale
yellow. Darker urine or strong bad smell means ‘drink more’.
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Here are diet tips from other MS members :

I live alone, so I ensure that I have a couple healthy snacks for myself that are grab-andgo, for days when I don't have the energy to go make a more elaborate breakfast or lunch. I
love a quick fruit shake, yogurt, energy (dry fruit) bar, or fruit to help keep my energy up
without worrying about if making it will sap too much time. My water bottle is always in my
bag!
-Prashant, studying software Engineering , Age 23, living with RRMS
I try to avoid foods that are considered inﬂammatory (like sugar). I drink lots of water.
Fatigue from dehydration is worse for me. I drink at least 1 liter a day. Drinking coffee and
sugar makes me feel good for a short while, but doesn't help n the long run.
-Jaya, a media professional , Age 39, living with RRMS
I try to eat healthy and cut out the sugar, ﬂour (maida), and artiﬁcial sweeteners. I do feel
better when I eat well. It's not that it brings symptoms on, but I do feel better.
- Anand, age 48, living with RRMS
I take so many different medications, and each one has its own side effects, so I'm ﬁnding
by having a healthy diet-eliminating fatty foods, consuming mostly fruits and vegetables
with lots of ﬁber-I feel much better. I've also learned popcorn is helpful for staying 'regular.'
- Anaya, age 21, living with RRMS
I've tried. Best to stick with healthy foods with low sugars, but with some carbs for energy.
But cutting back on fast foods, sweets, and foods high in saturated fats doesn't require
following an elimination diet. It generally just means choosing healthful items from the
grocery store and preparing more of your meals at home.
-Maloy, age 28, living with RRMS
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HOW OUR SCHOLARSHIP PROJECT
CHANGES LIVES.
Our late member Hamir Singh Dagar was a young
MS Person who never missed the MSSI Delhi
Quality of Life " Day Care" programme. Those
were his only outings and he loved them, meeting
other members, being treated to a little tea party
and being fussed over by one and all.
Being unable to walk, his friend would literally
hoist Hamir on his shoulder in a ‘ fireman’s lift’ ,
and bring him to the programme in an auto rickshaw. We provided him a wheelchair and
arranged for home pick up & drop courtesy our sponsors Tata Power.
That did make life easier for him, and soon his shy wife also started attending the
programmes. However, over the years he deteriorated to a point where these outings
became rare.
Our MS nurse looked after him at home, we provided the best care and aids that were
possible, but unfortunately we lost him due to complications brought on by his condition.
He left behind two little daughters Ankita & Tina and a barely literate loving wife Rajesh. His
parents were ‘safai karamcharis’ and had hardly enough money for survival!
MSSI Delhi assessed the situation & tried to help in whichever way possible to support
them and try to make them self sufficient.
We supported his wife Rajesh in getting a job as an angan wadi worker, while ensuring his
daughters got the best possible education, and we have been supporting their education
throughout these 14 years, long after Hamir Singh was gone.
The older daughter Ankita completed her schooling with scholarships from MSSI, and went
on to graduate in Special Education learning sign language.
She is now working and supporting the family. The younger daughter Tina was admitted to
a reputed Convent school under the EWS category
with the help of our dear Mrs Diana Khambatta and is
now a class 12 student. She is a bright student getting
good grades.
MSSI is proud of their achievements, and it is a matter
of great satisfaction to see the change we have been
able to bring to their lives, as they grow up into
confident & independent young ladies!
We thank all our supporters and donors-mostly
individuals who stood by MSSI Delhi to make Hamir
Singh’s dream a reality.
MSSI Delhi does not forget it’s members and like the
famous line from the Insurance company , stands by
its members during their lifetime, and after their
passing as well.
If you wish to support the education of a child of an MS parent,
contact our office today.
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I WILL LIVE
"A new tactic to cheat and claim,
And climb the quick ladder to fame?"

He pointed to the watery trail,
On the patchy oor of the examination hall.
I thought the examiner was venting his spleen,
Amused and somewhat ummoxed,
I scribbled on, vigorously, on the sheets.
It was then the foursome gathered there,
My hand was clasped, the pen retrieved.
I was the culprit, I was told, who had dared to
try,
A never before, heard of stunt, to cause a furore,

I fell but I was made to rise.

In the examination hall.

Yes, rise again, by my family and my young friends.

The trail was that of urine.

With those at MSSI.

Not mine, I screamed !

I'd never stand, nay, not on the ground,

In shock, I wondered at the scene.

I did learn to wheel my self around.

That day was the beginning for me,

And wheel I did, with the catheter by my side.

An introduction, of what life would be.

I played my game, they call me the Wheelchair Tennis

Of scenes of being wheeled for tests,

champ.

Of my legs giving way, as it gripped me thus.

I've been around!

I was a patient of M.S.

I've been around where no ramps were seen,

M.S.?
Then onwards, the training began.
The simple family, with nancial constraints,
Was introduced to this auto immune disease.
Thanks to me.
The player in me, crumbled and died,
Ah yes.

My chair was lifted, I was carried like a trophy,
My friends were the champs, not me.
The crutches imbalanced my spine it seemed.
And this, hence, is my life, between the courts and at
work.
Yes, I fought to be a wheelchair therapist,
For the streaming lines of those in distress.
Some days I'm unable to leave the bed.

Till at every conceivable step, the toilet door

The gloom, it often prevails upon me.

included,
Was I helped.

For my kidneys ght to do their best.
Yet now on dialysis they'll be.
The hospital visits are now weekly.
My skin it turns a blackish blue,
Sometimes I wonder if I'm in a dream.
I'll ght it out, each day you'll see.
I'm determined to live, for they have hope in me.
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ps;j ij cSBs cSBs ;ksx
çLrkouk
dljr djuh gS] eryc djuh gS !
'kjhj eqM+s ;k u eqM+s] viuh fnup;kZ esa gj fnu ljy lkekU;
O;k;ke dk lekos'k vo'; djsaA T;knk ugha rks 'kq#vkrh rkSj
ij gj dljr dks ,d&,d nks&nks ckj gh lgh] ij djsa t+:j A
T;ksa&T;ksa vlj fn[kkbZ nsus yxsxk] O;k;ke esa vkidh #fp
c<+rh tk,xhA foÜokl djsa vkidks [kqn ls çse gksus yxsxkA
çkjaHk esa Hkys gh ƒå&ƒ‡ feuV ds fy, NksVh&NksVh vklku
dljrsa djsa] fQj èkhjs&èkhjs] [kqn c [kqn] tSls& tSls dljr ds
dkmaV ¼x.kuk½ c<+saxs] dljr dk le; vius vki c<+sxkA
çkr%dky & lk;adky „å feuV ds fy, Hkze.k Hkh t+:j djsaA
fnup;kZ ds vU; egRoiw.kZ dk;ksZa dh rjg dljr dks Hkh
LFkku nsuk vR;ko';d gSA ftl rjg thou es [kkuk& ihuk]
lksuk&tkxuk] dke ij tkuk tSls vko';d dk;Z fd, tkrs
gSa mlh çdkj dljr dks Hkh ,d vko';d vax cuk ysaA ckdh
lHkh dk;Z lqpk# :i ls rHkh gks ik,¡xs tc 'kjhj LoLFk voa
lqMkSy gksxkA
dljr vkSj vkgkj
dljr dj yh vkSj vc [kkus dh iwjh NwV gS' ;g èkkj.kk xyr
gS] fujkèkkj gSA vius M‚DVj dh lykg vuqlkj] lc dqN [kk
ldrs gSa] ij ,d gh fnu esa ;k ,d gh le; esa ugha vfèkd
ek=k esa u [kk,¡A tks Hkh [kk,¡] mldh ek=k dsoy bruh gh gks
fd vkidks cl ;s yxs fd pyks FkksM+k Lokn Hkh fy;k vkSj lsgr
ds lkFk f[kyokM+ Hkh ugha gqvkA " [kk ysrs gSa] FkksM+h dljr
T;knk dj ysaxs" ;g lksp Hkh xyr gSA
dljr ds fy, ladYi
;fn ,d ckj LokLF; vPNk j[kus dk eu cuk ysaxs rks
ekufld Ð<+rk Lo;a vk tk,xhA ,sls esa vki fdlh ,sls nksLr
;k ikVZuj dk p;u djsa] tks vki gh dh rjg lksp j[krk
gks&vki gh dh rjg vius LokLF; ds çfr ltx gks] vPNs
LokLF; ds çfrÐ< fu'p;h gksA eu ls bl lksp dks nwj u gksus nsa
fd fdrus fnu eSaus dsoy cl [kk;k gh [kk;k] 'kjhj dks c<+us
ds fy, [kqyk NksM+ fn;k] O;k;ke ds fy, rks le; gh ugha
fudkykA ;fn ,slk gS rks bl ckr ij i'pkrki dk vuqHko
gksuk pkfg,A

'kjhj ds vyx&vyx vaxksa ds fy, fHkUufHkUu çdkj dh
dljrksa dk fd;k tkuk vko';d gSA ,d gh dljr dks T;knk
ckj djus ls ykHk ugha gksxkA
,d ckj fdlh fo'ks"kK ds laidZ esa jgdj gj vklu&dljr
fu;ekuqlkj lh[k ysuk vfuok;Z gSA tku ysa fd vkids 'kjhj
ds vuqlkj dkSu&dkSu lh dljr dh tk ldrh gSa dkSu lh
ughaA tks Hkh djlr djs mls fuiq.krk ls djuk t+:j lh[k ysaA
gj O;k;ke dks djrs le; dqN ckrksa dk è;ku j[kuk
vko';d gksrk gSA èkhjs&èkhjs vki mls mlh çdkj djus ds
vH;Lr gks tkrs gSaA vPNs LokLF; ds fy, dqN le; ,oa iSlk
O;; djuk iM+s rks og chekj jgdj 'kkjhfjd d"V lgus ls rks
dgh csgrj gSA rks D;ksa u ge blds çfr vkt ls gh cfYd vHkh
ls ltx gks tk,¡Adljr ugkdj djsa ;k fcuk ugk,]
çkr% djsa ;k lk;adky
ij djsa [kkyh isV] djsa eu yxk dj]
fu;fer :i ls] fu;ekuqlkj djsa
etcwjh ugha] bls vkuan dk fo"k; ekudj djsa]
viuh {kerk ds vuqlkj djsa
mez dksbZ Hkh gks] le; fuèkkZfjr djrs gq,
vkt ls gh O;k;ke çkjaHk dj nsa
O;k;ke dks vius thou dk egÙoiw.kZ vax cuk,¡A
;g vko';d ugha fd vki lHkh vkluksa esa ekfgj gks tk,¡]
ijUrq vge ckr ;g gS fd viuh thou'kSyh ds vuqlkj
dljr dk Lo:i igpku dj ,d fuf'pr :ijs[kk ,oa Øe
rS;kj dj ysaA bUgsa fu;fer :i ls djrs gq, [kqn esa xoZ
eglwl djsaA gk¡] vius vki dks 'kkck'kh nsuk dHkh u HkwysaA
niZ.k ds le{k [kM+s gksdj vkRekfoÜokl ds lkFk [kqn dks
fugkjsa vkSj eqLdqjk,¡A
tSlk fd Åij crk;k x;k gS] çfrfnu „å&…å feuV ¼viuh
{kerk ds vuqlkj½ iSny Hkh vo'; pysaA è;ku jgs ;g çfØ;k
vkgkj ls „å feuV iwoZ dh tkuh pkfg, vFkok vkgkj ds
de&ls&de … ?kaVs ckn djuh pkfg,A

pky dh rhozrk lqfuf'pr djus dk vanktk dqN ,sls yxk,¡
fd tc vki Hkze.k dj jgs gSa vkSj ml nkSjku ckr djus dk
ç;kl djrs gSa rks vkids }kjk mPpkfjr 'kCnksa dk çokg VwVuk
ugha pkfg, ¼¶yq,alh cuh jgs½ ijarq lgtrk ls xhr xk
lduk
laHko u gks & pyus dh ogh xfr lgh ekuh tk,xh
dljr vkSj vuq'kklu
dljr djus ds Hkh dqN fu;e gksrsa gSa vkSj mls djus i)fr dk ¼okd ,aM V‚d½A
Hkh [k+kl [;ky j[kuk vko';d gS] D;ksafd xyr dljr
rFkk xyr i)fr ds dkj.k vusd leL;k,¡ mRiUu gks ldrh Hkze.k dh ckr djrs gq, ge ;gk¡ dqN ljy ps;j ;ksx ¼dqlh
ij ;ksx½ dk Hkh mYys[k dj jgsa gSaA ;s mu ofj"B ukxfjdksa ds
gSaA
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ds fy, mi;ksxh gSa] tks t+ehu ij uhps cSB dj O;k;ke
djus esa [kqn dks vleFkZ ikrs gSaA
vkjke nsg oL= igudj] ,d LoPN ,oa 'kkar okrkoj.k esa
fuEufyf[kr lkekU; dljrksa dk vH;kl djsa rks vki
fuf'pr :i ls [kqn esa ifjorZu eglwl djsaxsA è;ku jgs bu
dljrksa dk vfèkdre ykHk çkIr djus ds fy,] bUgsa o‚d
ds ckn] uhps n'kkZ;h xbZ i)fr ds vuqlkj gh djsaA dljr
'kq: djus ds fy, loZçFke ,d fcuk gFFks (Arms) dh]
Vsd vkSj xíh okyh (backrest and cushioned) etcwr
dqlÊ ysaA dqlÊ dks fdlh esV ij j[ksa rkfd fQlyus dk Hk;
u jgsA dej dks dqlÊ dh dej&Vsd ds lkFk lVk dj rVLFk
cSB tk,¡A viuh {kerkuqlkj iwjs vH;kl ds nkSjku viuh
jh<+ dh gìh dks fcydqy lhèkk j[ksaA iSjksa dks tehu ij fVdk
ysaA vxj iSj fVd u jgs gksa rks ,d iryh pkSadh (Stool)
j[kh tk ldrh gSA

Bhd blh çdkj ck,¡ iSj ls dljr djsaA
l dljr ds nkSjku lkekU; :i ls fujarj Üokl fuÜokl
dh çfØ;k pyrh jguh pkfg,A dljr ds nkSjku dej
lhèkh j[ksaA
l

çkjafHkd fLFkfr (Starting Position)
vc vki dqlÊ dh xíh ds vkxs ds vkèks Hkkx dk bLrseky
djrs gq, ¼dqlÊ dh xíh ds vkèks vxz Hkkx ij½ dwYgs fVdk
dj cSB tk,¡A iSjksa dks t+jk vkxs dh vksj ys tk,¡ vkSj mUgsa
iwjh rjg uhps t+ehu ij fVdk dj j[ksa- nksuksa iSjksa ds chp dk
Qk¡lyk vkids dwYgs dh pkSM+kbZ ds ftruk gksuk pkfg, A
fuf'pr djsa fd dqlÊ dk larqyu Bhd gSA dej lhèkh jgs]
gkFk viuh nksuksa lkbMksa ij vkjke dh fLFkfr esa j[ksaA iSj
t+ehu ij fVdk, j[ksaA vc ge dqlÊ ds vxz Hkk ij cSBdj
dqN vH;kl bl fLFkfr esa gh djsaxsA

Üokl fujh{k.k
lcls igys xgjh lk¡l ysus dh fØ;k ls 'kq#vkr djsaxsA
dqlÊ ij vPNh rjg Vsd yxkdj lhèks 'kkar eqæk esa cSB
tk,¡A viuh jh<+ dh gìh dks fcydqy lhèkk j[ksaA
l vk¡[ksa gYds ls can djsa vkSj Hkhrj gh Hkhrj
vkRekoyksdu djrs gq, vius 'kjhj dh fLFkfr ij xkSj
djsaA
l ,d xgjh yEch lk¡l ysa vkSj fQj èkhjs&èkhjs lk¡l NksM+sa
l dksbZ Hkh fopkj vk, rks vkus nsa
l viuk iwjk è;ku lk¡lksa ij dsafær djus dk ç;kl djsaA
l tc vki lk¡l ysrs gSa rc vkidks viuh ilfy;k¡ Qwyrh
gqbZ eglwl gksxhaA
l lk¡l NksM+us ij ilfy;k¡ Hkh lkekU; fLFkfr esa vk
tk,¡xhA
¼'kjhj dh vkjkensg fLFkfr½

Nkrh vkSj daèks dk fu;af=r Lvªsp
çkjafHkd fLFkfr ys ysa
l gkFk ls dqlÊ dh dej Vsd ds
fupys Hkkx dks idM+sa ¼v¡xwBk
lkeus ijarq uhps dh vksj jgs½
l dksgfu;ksa dks lhèkk j[krs gq,
Nkrh vkxs dh vksj rkudj j[ksa]
>qduk ugha gS ¼fp= uå „½
l daèkksa dks Åij dh vksj u
mpdus nsa] lkekU; gh j[ksaA
vfèkd f[kapko cukus ds fy,:
gkFkksa dks èkhjs&èkhjs dqlÊ dh
dej Vsd ds nksuks rjQ ls
idM+s&idM+s] gFksfy;ksa dks Åij
dh vksj f[kldkus dk ç;kl
djsa ¼ fp= uå …½
l ƒå lsdaM ds fy, ¼;k viuh
{kerk ds vuqlkj½ bl fLFkfr
esa cus jgsa] bl nkSjku viuh
lk¡l lkekU; cuk, j[ksa
iwoZ fLFkfr esa vk tk,¡] ,slk dsoy rhu ckj djsaA
l

?kqVuksa dh dljr
dqlÊ ij vius dwYgs ihNs rd fVdkrs gq, dej ls Vsd ys
dj ;k lhèks cSB tk,¡
l dej lhèkh j[krs gq, vius gkFkksa
dks nksuksa vksj vkjke ls j[ksa daèks
vkjkensg lkekU; fLFkfr esa gksa
l viuh nk;k¡ ik¡o lhèkk lkekus
dh vksj ys tk,¡] ,sls esa ?kqVus dks
dqlÊ ij ncku dh fLFkfr esa cuk,
j[ks a ¼?kq V uk Åij mBuk ugha
pkfg,½ ¼fp= uåƒ½
l iSj ds iats dks vkfgLrk ls viuh
vksj [khapsA bl fLFkfr dks ,d xgjh lk¡l ysus rd cuk,
j[ksa vkSj fQj iSj çkjafHkd fLFkfr esa ys vk,¡A ,slk Š ckj
djsa ;k viuh {kerk ds vuqlkj
l

'kjhj@ èkM+ dh nkbZa vksj dk fu;af=r LVªsp (Stretch)
çkjafHkd fLFkfr ys ysa
vius ck,¡ gkFk dks dqlÊ dh lkbM ij fVdk nsaA
l Üokl Hkjrs gq,] viuk nk;k¡ gkFk lhèkk j[krs gq, vkxs dh
vksj ls Åij ys tk, rFkk ck¡g dks dku ls lVk, j[ksaA vc
gkFk uhps
l

l
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ykrs gq,] ck¡g dks dksguh ls eksM+dj gFksyh flj ds ihNs
j[k nsaA
l vc lk¡l NksM+rs gq, èkM+ dks
ckbZ vksj eksM+rs gq,] nkbZ rjQ
dej dh lkbM ij f[kapko
eglwl djsa
l vc lk¡l Hkjrs gq, èkhjs èkhjs]
'kjhj ,oa isV dh nkbZa vksj dh
isf'k;ksa dk bLrseky djrs gq,]
okil lhèks cSB tk,¡A ,d xgjk
lkal ysa vkSj NksM+saA
l blh çdkj ckbZa vksj dh Hkh
dljr djsaA
l eqM+rs le; xjnu ij cgqr
vfèkd f[kapko u cuk,¡A xnZu
dks 'kjhj ds lkFk le:i esa
cuk, j[ksaA ,slk djrs gq, daèks
dks lkekU; Lrj ij j[ks a ]
mpdk,¡ ugha A ,s l k djhc]
rhu&rhu ckj ¼viuh {kerk ds vuqlkj djsaA lk¡l ysus ,oa
NksM+us dh çfØ;k ij fo'ks"k è;ku nsaA
LDokV (Squat)¼fp= uå ‡½
l çkjafHkd fLFkfr ys ysa
l gkFkksa ij ot+u ysrs gq,] vkxs
dh vksj gYdk lk >qdr gq,]
dwYgksa dks xíh ls t+jk lk
mBk,¡A ,d xgjh lk¡l Hkjus
rFkk NksM+us rd bl fLFkfr esa
cus jgsa ¼viuh {kerkuqlkj½
l èkhjs&èkhjs bl dljr dks blh
rjg … ckj dh lk¡l ysus o NksM+us dh çfØ;k ds ftrus
le; ds fy, djsaA

è;ku jgs vkidk èkM+ vkSj xnZu ,d gh lhèk esa gksa bl eqæk
esa „&… xgjs Üokl ysa ¼viuh
{kerk ds vuqlkj½
l Üokl NksM+rs gq, lkekU; eqæk
esa vk tk,¡
l ,slk dsoy rhu ckj djsa
l blh çdkj nwljh rjQ dk
O;k;ke Hkh djsaA
l

furac dk fu;af=r Lvªsp
çkjafHkd fLFkfr ys ysa
viuh nkbZa Vk¡x dks vkjke ls
mBk,¡ vkSj ck,¡ ?kqVus ds Åij
j[k nsaA
l bl fLFkfr dks … xgjs Üoklksa
ftrus le; rd cuk, j[ksa
¼viuh {kerk ds vuqlkj½
l vfèkd f[kapko cukus ds fy,]
blh nkSjku vki vkxs dh vksj
>qdus dk ç;kl dj ldrs gSaA
l èkhjs ls vius nkbZa Vk¡x dks ?kqVus ls gVkdj lkekU; eqæk esa
ys vk,¡
l vc ;gh dljr ckbZ Vk¡x ls Hkh nksgjk,¡
l ,slk dsoy rhu&rhu ckj djsaA
l

l

dej ds fupys fgLls dk fu;af=r LVªsp
dqlÊ ij vius dwYgs ihNs rd
fVdkrs gq, dej ls Vsd ys dj
;k lhèks cSB tk,¡
l dej lhèkh j[krs gq, vius
gkFkksa dks nksuksa vksj vkjke ls
j[ksa daèks vkjkensg lkekU;
fLFkfr esa gksa
l vius iSjksa dh vksj >qd tk,¡A
[kqn dks <hyk NksM+ nsaA rhu pkj
xgjs lk¡l ysus&NksM+us ftrus le; ds fy, bl eqæk esa
jgsa
l cgqr èkhjs&èkhjs vkjke ls] Üok'k Hkjrs gq,] Åij vkrs
gq, okil viuh lkekU; fLFkfr esa vk tk,¡A
l

èkM+ dk nkbZa vksj dk ?kqekoçn fu;af=r
çkjafHkd fLFkfr ys ysa
l Üokl Hkjrs gq,] viuk nk;k¡
gkFk lkeus ls ckbZa vksj ys tk,¡]
vkSj vius ?kqVus ds ckgjh fljs
ij fVdk nsaA
l ck;k¡ gkFk vkSj ck¡g dk vxyk
Hkkx dqlÊ dh dej&Vsd ds
Åijh fljs ij fVdk nsa ¼fp= uå
ˆ-ƒ vkSj ˆ-„&side view½
l vc dej ls èkqeko cukrs gq, Nkrh dks ckbZa vksj ys tk,¡A
¼,sls djrs gq, daèks lkekU; Lrj ij cuk, j[ksa] mpdk,¡
ugha½
l

Jherh vuhrk xqIrk
M‚ _pk ghjsUæ jk;
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OUR STARS SHINE BRIGHT !
Very few people realise the tremendous role played by the back-ofﬁce staff of any
organisation. This is even more true at MSSI Delhi. Though all of you remember just a
couple of names because they have been there for many years , the truth is nothing works
without teamwork. MSSI Delhi's not-so-visible, members are the strong silent pillars of the
workforce, and the backbone of our team.
All our MSp's who have attended our events or have called up the ofﬁce for any queries or
assistance are familiar with the names of Shashi, Rajkumar and of course Puja!
Today, let's tell you something about all of them.

SHASHI VERMA:
She has been with us since 2008 and is one of our dependable trio at the
office in Shahpur Jat. She is an amazing asset to our team. She recognises
almost all of the members and knows their personal details so that when
they call for help she knows what to do. Often it is just to lend a patient ear
to their anxieties, although she has loads of work to do.
Shashi arranges Physiotherapy appointments and keeps track of all the
schedules and payments.. that is a lot of work when there are 12-14
physiotherapists visiting 45 MSps adding up to almost 500 calls a month! She also
prepares all the data charts for the Scholarship project as well as that of the Home
Attendant ! Phew!
Shashi's strength lies in her ability to interact with all the MSP's who call up the office and
come to the events held by us. She responds smilingly and with patience and makes sure
that all queries are followed up and dealt with in time for our monthly reviews.
Shashi lives very close to the office in Shahpur Jat, and starts her day at 8 am – She works
till the afternoon, so that she can be home in time to look after her young son (who is now in
Class 12) , her home & ageing father in law before her husband returns from his office in
the suburbs. It's not easy being a working woman !
We really appreciate her quiet dedication & smiling countenance.
RAJKUMAR:
Raj Kumar is not only a Jack of all trades, he is indeed a master of many
talents as well ! Enthusiastic and self driven, he has been with MSSI
Delhi since 2009. There is nothing that he cannot do–making payments,
handling the utility billing, chasing the bank; sitting with our accountant
to cross tally the bank entries, handle all the post & courier, arrange
packing & shipping of the medicinal supplements; make sure that all the
courier receipts have come back, supervise ofﬁce repairs & maintenance,
, do the backend work during our events, ﬁling, copying and collating all reports when
we have our monthly EC Meetings at the ofﬁce – and all this with a smile on his face!
His family- his wife and two sons (Class 8 and Class 5) live close by in Chirag Dilli. His everfaithful bike is his steed and he has traversed throughout the Delhi and NCR region on it to
complete all our outdoor jobs.
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Most members are familiar with Puja, she has been a regular at all our
functions, always smiling, always cheerful, she is now a key part of our
Office team and is doing an amazing job there. She was diagnosed with MS
in 2006 and has been a member of MSSI Delhi since 2007. An active
member, she was and is always ready to help whenever we asked her .
However in 2020 we requested her to join the office formally, as we realised
that she would be an asset to our team. Puja has studied Hotel
Management and went on to complete a degree in Law, so she brings many
skills to her role.
Her upbringing as an "Army brat " ensured she is game for any kind of work-with discipline,
punctuality & dedication! As she happily says–"she can do anything and everything".
Being a self starter, she began by looking after the social media but soon became an asset
in Office Management. The systems and data were taken over by her to be updated and
updated & updated! We now have all our MIS streamlined & are able to access almost all of
it in real time.
She is mother to Purab, her 18 year old , and an absolutely delightful young lady Chahat
who is now 10. Her favourite pastime is spending time with them, reading, playing games &
instilling in them all the right values.
Ably supporting this key team are 2 others.
SHAGUFTA FATIMA: Our home care attendant who criss-crosses Delhi,
Gurgaon & Noida to provide support services to caregivers regardless of
burning hot sun, pouring rain or freezing winds!

And last but not the leastGOPAL CHAKRABORTY: our Accountant, who works hard to keep our
books clean transparent & up to date.

As you can see, our MSSI stars shine bright and are our strength and the true power behind
our success. Without them we would be stranded, and we are using this opportunity to say
thank you very much to all of them.
We are proud of the fact that you are a part of us and are always there for MSSI, making
MSSI Delhi a truly 5 Star Office !
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MSSI DELHI
wishes to thank you all

*Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd
* Fena Foundation
* Swarn Lata Motherson Trust

Arvind Mohan Deshraj
Binoy Jacob
Castle Arts Pvt. Ltd.
D.H. Katrak
Deepak Joshi
Divya Anmol & Sons
Hemant Kumar
Jasmine Bindra

KSN Impex P Ltd
Neeraj Gupta
Netarwala & Aibara Interior Architects
Pran K Murgai
Dr Rana Patir
Satish & Madhu Jindal
SK Gupta
Span Foundation

Our deep gratitude to the Faculty of the Neuro
Sciences Centre at AIIMS Delhi.
Our sincere thanks to all Hospitals and Doctors
of Delhi NCR for their patience, cooperation &
dedicated service.
All our silent volunteers, donors & supporters,
thank you. We could not have done it without
you.

M

FCRA No: 083780439, PAN: AAATM0133E
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Hilton House, S-23 Green Park Ext.
New Delhi-110016, India
Tel.: 91-11-26960869, 26514019, 26534243
Email: info@forech.com
Website: www.forech.com
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is Deeply
grateful to
FENA FOUNDATION
for their generous support

DR. SUHAS SHAH
Mumbai
60

E-287, Lower Ground Floor, Greater Kailash-I
New Delhi -110048
Tel.: 011-41021275, 29244628
Email: ambiencedesigns@gmail.com
www.ambiencedesigns.in
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